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Abstract
The quality of painted surfaces plays an important role in the overall aesthetics of the
automotive products. Although a number of quantitative techniques have been developed
for this particular type of quality assessment, the solutions proposed so far remain costly
and proprietary such that industry continues to rely primarily on qualitative, error-prone
human evaluations. To address this, the primary objective of this thesis was to explore the
possibility to develop a laser-based technique for the non-tactile quantification of defects
in reflective painted surfaces. For this purpose, analytical solutions were formulated to
predict the reflection of a laser beam from a known defect and to predict the geometry of
an unknown surface from a measured reflection. Furthermore, analysis of the fine
structure within the reflected spot indicated a strong correlation with waviness (orange
peel) of the reflecting surface.
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1

Introduction

Aesthetic appeal has a major role in shaping the objects around us. Every product goes
through innumerous design iterations before getting into series production, so as to make
the final product more appealing. Similar ideology goes for the automotive external
bodies, around which this thesis is structured.

1.1

Surface-Light Interaction

A well-known fact established by Albert Einstein suggests that light has a dual behavior.
Light can propagate and interact with different mediums as waves or as particles. This
interaction of light with different materials or mediums is explained by either or both of
the behaviors (De Broglie 1924).
Table 1.1 Phenomena vs behavior
Phenomena
Reflection
Refraction
Interference
Diffraction
Polarization
Photoelectric effect

Can be explained in terms of
waves
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Can be explained in terms of
particles
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

The current study is solely based on the phenomena of reflection which can be explained
both by wave and particle behavior of light. Here, the direction of light is given by
direction of wave/particle propagation. Geometrical optics defines travel of light in terms
of light rays and by principle of least time i.e. path taken by light between two points
travelled in least time. For a homogeneous medium, the travel of light is linear and in the
form of rays as explained by geometric optics. The law of reflection administers the
phenomenon of light rays getting reflected off of a surface, where reflection is just the
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change of direction of the light rays. According to which the angle formed between
incident ray and surface normal at a point is equal to the angle formed between reflected
ray and the same normal (Figure 1.1). The world around us is visible because of the
ability of our eyes to capture this interaction between surrounding objects and the light at
the surface. Light rays interact with the object surface and get reflected, which then are
captured by human eye. This captured part of the reflected light decides how the surface
is perceived to be i.e. rough or smooth. Different textures can be observed due to these
visual clues which convey tactile qualities.

Figure 1.1 Reflection due to reflective surface orientation
If all the reflected rays follow same angle w.r.t normal as the incident rays, then the
reflection is said to be specular (Figure 1.2a). Whereas if the reflected rays diffuse into
different angles, then the reflection is a diffused one (Figure 1.2b). The distribution of
reflected angle is dependent on the local normal at every point on the surface. Normals
pointing in the same direction will give a specular reflection while randomly pointing
normals on the surface will give a diffused reflection. In a diffused reflection, viewer
receives light rays from various points on the surface (Juds 1988). Here specular
reflection is associated to how smooth the surface is and similarly diffused reflection
would correspond to a rougher surface. However mixed reflections (Figure 1.2b)
dominate most day to day experiences where a specular peak is observed in a diffused
reflection.
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Viewer

Incident rays

Viewer

Viewer Incident rays

Incident rays

Specular peaks

Smooth mirror like surface

Undulated rough surface

a)

b)

Smooth surface with roughness
c)

Figure 1.2 Reflection of light due to types of surfaces: a) specular, b) diffused, c) mixed
There is some portion of these incident light which gets trapped or absorbed within the
top most layer of the surface it interacts with. This depends upon how smooth or rough
the surface is (Bergström 2008). This portion of absorbed light can be observed as loss of
intensity in the reflected part of the light. However, this fractional split of light rays w.r.t
material is beyond the scope of this research as the focus is to deal with highly reflective
external body surfaces in automotive applications.

1.2

Surface Characterization

On daily basis, subjective comparison of surfaces is done based upon how they feel when
touched upon or how they appear to a human eye. The characteristic wished to asses via
these means differs from one another. This need for comparison between different
surfaces is due to the various applications of surfaces or in some cases just for the
aesthetic aspect. Some applications would need a lot smoother surface while there will be
some needing a rougher surface which can be correlated in a layman way from the
pictures given in Figure 1.3.
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Small push

Big push

Low friction

High friction

Smooth surface

Rough surface

Figure 1.3 Dependence between application and surface smoothness
Similarly, application of surfaces in the automotive world is inevitable. Extensive
research is put into advancement of automotive sector. But all of it is worthless if the
outer look controlled by the surface is unable to please the customer. The pleasant look is
not only comprised of the shape of the outer surface but also with quality of the outer
surface, how smooth and how flawless it is.
Thus, comes the need of having a system to control the surface quality. This
involves the analysis of surface for any irregularities. Apart from just the subjective
characterization, in automotive application a quantitative evaluation of the surface quality
is needed. This is required so as to remove the discrepancy created by the subjective
comparison which is susceptible to human error. Different individuals might rank or
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compare the surfaces differently based on their experience or their perception of what’s
good and how much is good.
Returning from a layman’s world to the technical world, the surface
characterization is very important aspect which decides whether the things are going to
work or not. Automotive manufacturing is tightly bound around customer emotions
which as mentioned influence the design and the appearance of the product. Factors like
surface continuity, curvature continuity, smoothness of the surface, absence of unwanted
irregularities decide the whole process from conceptualization to design and to
manufacturing.

1.2.1 Existing Systems
There have been advances over the recent years for developing systems for surface
characterizing and evaluation. An elaborate description about the existing systems
starting from early 80s to the very recent ones has been given in the chapter to follow.
Ranging from the primitive DSight and LORIA to the very recent automated systems like
Ondulo and Reflect CONTROL, the aim has been to decipher the problem of surface
characterizing. Various techniques based on laser reflection and phase shifting
deflectometry etc. have been employed in these systems.
Prominent automotive manufacturing and OEM names like Porsche and Magna
still using the traditional technique of manual inspection is a clear indication that these
systems have some shortcomings or there is a question on their reliability. As mentioned
before, this human controlled pass/fail mechanism is error prone. Advancement in
technology and tools has been trying to take this method of inspection away from human
inspection yet the transition has not happened uniformly. On the contrary, there have
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been some developments in tools to assist human inspection techniques. This is a clear
indicator of that more advanced systems have failed to achieve a sense of reliability
towards them.

Figure 1.4 Subjective comparison vs quantitative surface analysis
The development of these analysis techniques is greatly influenced by the substrate
material under the final surfaces. Some surface irregularities in automotive body parts are
tightly associated with the kind of substrate. With automobile industry moving towards
the current trend of light weighting the vehicles, composites have become one of the
prominent and promising prospects.
Bulk manufacturing materials like SMCs have become a common lightweight
solution for external body panels in automotive industry. As the cost of these composite
materials is decreased through better processing techniques, the fraction of their usage in
an automotive vehicle is increasing((Stewart 2010)). Along with that, formability of
composites gives way for more intricate designs thus improving the overall acceptability
into mainstream. Figure 1.5 illustrates the use of composites in external body panels. The
SMCs have a long going issue of paintability, the final finished parts have characteristic
defects associated with the use of SMC. Hence there is need for an analyzing system to
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work as a reliable feedback system so as to maintain the desired quality requirements in
the final product.

Carbon fiber floor
High rigidity
Low weight

SMC trunk
High accuracy
High strength

Thin sheet aluminum
Low weight
High temp. plastic
Temp. resistance
Light weight SMC
High rigidity
Low weight
A-Surface quality

Hydro-formed door
Aggressive styling
One-piece inner panel

Figure 1.5 Materials used in external body panels for 2017 Honda NSX (Honda 2016)

1.2.2 Class-A Surfaces
High efficiency high quality free form surfaces which are intended to have both aesthetic
and functional features while following a set of continuity rules are called class-A
Surfaces (Figure 1.6). The term class-A surface was coined for the context of surface
modelling in aerospace design. Later on, the same terminology was used to in the case of
manufacturing of any smooth surface whether it was for consumer goods or automobile.
In an automotive context, any visible and tangible surface both on the interior and
exterior of the automotive is required to follow the continuity conditions of class-A
surface. Due to the high level of interaction with the end user, these surfaces are required
to have the highest level of quality and efficiency. These surfaces need to be smooth and
flawless, presence of any texture (unless intended) or any localized irregularity would
imply failure of surface to hold class-A standards.
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Red is curved
Green is flat
Figure 1.6 Continuity regimes and comb plot showing curve curvature (Ismail 2014)


Position Continuity G0 – there are no gaps between set of surfaces and are
perfectly aligned.



Tangential Continuity G1 – Between any set of surfaces there should not be any
sharp edges.



Curvature Continuity G2 – The surfaces have been blended together such that
change of surface is not visible.



Rate of Curvature Change G3 – Higher degree of blend than G2 but hardly
noticeable.

Up to G2 curvature continuity or even G3 is followed during design of class-A surfaces.
class-A surface requirements can be used as a parameter to check for surface quality. The
presence of defect will either cause a discontinuity in the surface or distort the surface in
a way, that the curvature continuity does not hold anymore. Any final smooth surface
failing these class-A requirements was unfit as a final product. Thus, the class-A
requirements were embedded into the surface inspection routines.
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1.2.3 Surface Defects
The final product surfaces after going through production processes are susceptible to
irregularities. These irregularities can be due to a list of reasons, ranging from process
problems to careless handling during or post process. Their appearance varies from one
another and affect the final appearance in their own respective way. Ranging from global
defects spread out on the whole surface defects can be highly localized with microscopic
sizes (in-depth explanation in the next chapter). Some common defect types include pin
holes, craters, seed defects, orange peel and haze etc. The nomenclature of these defects
itself explains a little about how they would appear on the surface. As mentioned before,
to comply with Class-A standards and to be acceptable for the purpose of sales the final
product needs to be flawless. Thus, detection of defects can be based upon finding
instances of condition failure.

1.3

Motivation and Objective

As mentioned the surfaces need to be at the highest level of quality, but some of defects
are inevitable to an extent. Along with that, costs associated to maintain these levels add
up to the cost of the automotive products. To find a median between the two,
manufacturers use a realistic approach. In this approach, along with Class-A standards,
manufacturers try to have a threshold value of these defects. A range is set to which these
defects may be acceptable depending upon the type of product.
Given the stringent controls needed over the quality of surface, all these defects
have to be avoided as much as possible. After having tried to avoid these defects, some
will still pass on to the finish product. Here is when the median approach comes to work,
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to see if the defects present are permissible or not. To do that there is a need for feedback
analysis system which works as a quality control step. Existing systems briefly explained
earlier, ranging from manual inspection to automated robots take care of this quality
control step. They make sure the production is uniform and is within the permissible
range. Repeatability becomes a much-needed aspect of these systems so as to keep the
production consistent.

Figure 1.7 Different levels of orange peel (waviness) on painted samples.
Thus, comes in the motivation to develop a light based, non-tactile, non-destructive
testing system. A system capable of quantitative and qualitative analysis of the surface,
and more importantly takes subjectivity out of analysis. The ultimate goal is to be able to
avoid manual human inspection as the final pass/fail mechanism. Avoiding human error
is one way to make the process more reliable, to remove the discrepancy based on
difference of perception between different set of humans.
To achieve this, three different set of objectives were laid out:
1. To come up with a unique optical setup using visible range laser which is able
to help analyze the surface using reflections.
2. To be able to process the reflection data collected from the setup.
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3. To be able to cross-validate all that has been inferred using experimental,
simulated and mathematical benchmarks.

1.4

Thesis Outline

The thesis has been laid out in a manner that the current chapter gives a brief overview of
problem statement that has been tried to address in this thesis while trying to emphasize
upon why there was a need for this research to be taken up. Chapters following are in
tandem with the objectives that were visualized before taking up this project.
The Literature Review to follow in Chapter 2 will further go in detail and describe
about the problems faced in surface analysis in the automotive world. Surface defects that
are of concern will be explained, their appearance, their causes and how they affect the
surface quality. Then the currently available systems and their capabilities will be
explained alongside putting a light on the reason why there is still a need for another
system to be developed. Towards the end, so as to have a clear view of what is coming up
a chapter wise aim has been setup for the upcoming chapters so as to briefly summarize
what follows.
Chapter 3 is the technical ground part upon which the research was established, it
talks about one of the mechanisms for defect analysis using the setup and goes by the
name of Forward Trace Analysis (FTA). It is essentially a ray trace analysis which is
allowing us to make inferences about the surface defect based upon the reflections from
laser beam and surface interaction. This chapter talks about all the procedures that were
followed, the systems and the setups that were developed for the forwards trace analysis
to give results. In the end of this chapter it has been explained how the inferences made
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were validated using the analytical theory, whilst matching the experiments and the
simulation.
Chapter 4 builds upon the stage that has been setup by the forward trace analysis
in Chapter 3. The Backward Trace Analysis (BTA) has been described in this chapter.
The chapter talks about how this second type of ray trace analysis works, how the
inferences are made about the surface defects. Important thing to note in this chapter is
that the setup used for the ray trace analysis has an added component. It is called the
double detector, and it is neither present in forward trace analysis in Chapter 3 nor in the
chapter following. This analysis is a combination of simulation and analytical solution.
Suggestive methods for experimental setup have been given to conclude this chapter.
Chapter 5 would be moving the focus on the type of defects. Chapter 3 and 4
majorly dealt with surface defects in the category of geometric defects which are highly
localized. In Chapter 5 a whole descriptive has been given about the analysis of a major
defect in automotive paint industry namely orange peel. The setup remains the same with
a few changes to the laser beam only. The major difference from the previous chapters
here would be the way the data has been processed and how the inferences were formed
to come up with the results. Also, another difference here is how the validation was done
against an industry acceptable standard device by a comparative analysis study. To
further investigate the reflections a simulation of the actual physical experiment has been
performed.
Then the thesis ends with some conclusions and future work that this research
suggested. This section highlights the inferences made in each of the preceding technical
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sections and how they are important in forming the bigger picture. The potential in
carrying forward this research will be highlighted. It will be elaborated how this work can
be used as a platform to further solve the whole problem of surface analysis in
automotive industry. Ford Motor Company under took a similar path, where extensive
research took place for tackling this problem of surface analysis. Research happened in
fragments with aim to analyze one particular type of defect. Series of literature was
published over a span of 6 years starting in 2007 tackling the problem from different
aspects influencing formation of that defect type (Fernholz 2013). Some future
recommendations will be made along with some limitations to the proposed system. Also,
there will be a brief outlook on how the presented system can be used in other fields and
not just automotive.
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2

Literature Review

As it was mentioned the major focus of this study is upon developing surface analysis
techniques for automotive external body surfaces. Final finished surface being a painted
surface, can have a whole variety of substrates. Composites with their increased industry
acceptability for their lightweight benefits are more and more into the use. SMC material
is a widely used composite for external body panels because of the light weight and great
mechanical properties combined with freedom to the degree of molding. The issue of
paintability of SMC surfaces has constricted its acceptance over time (McConnell 2007).
Defects ranging from paint pops or more prominent orange peel as the material get lighter
start to come up. As the processing of lightweight materials gets an advancement to avoid
these flaws in surface quality, the newer research in making the material even more
lighter makes that advancement obsolete.

2.1

Surface Defects

The variety of possible defects on class-A surfaces is extensive and arises from a number
of different causes. The type of defects that are being considered over here are in a
limited domain and are majorly dependent on manufacturing process being a cause. First,
the defects which can be visualized as recesses on the surface i.e. surface inside the
defect will be lower than the average surrounding area on a height map. Later the defects
in the opposite context would be considered, where the surface area pertaining to the
defect would appear to be higher than the surrounding area. Finally, the defects which are
spread over a larger area will be discussed.
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2.1.1 Pin Hole Defects
As the name suggests, these are the defects which are similar to what can be called the
shape of a hole made by pushing a pin into a surface. Not just the shape, name also gives
a rough idea about the size of these defects in accordance to pins usually having a very
small and sharp tip. These pinholes can be viewed on the surface as localized
discontinuities to the surface. This formation of discontinuity does not comply with the
conditions of class-A surface and is considered an anomaly. As a matter of fact, this kind
of defect is more commonly seen in composite body panels over steel panels.

b)

a)

c)

Figure 2.1 a) Pin holes on a painted SMC sample, b) pin holes under white light
interferometer, c) pin holes magnified using SEM a 200X (Sjögren 2002)
The cause for these pinholes defects to occur in these painted surfaces can be attributed to
the SMC manufacturing process. During the production of SMC, there are some pores
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formed over the top surface of the composite panel which later serves as the substrate for
painting process. These pores are the reason for defects like pin holes and blow outs to
form (Fernberg and Sjödahl 2008). Later on, this porosity on top of the substrate leads
into much larger defects in the final finished surface (Figure 2.2). When the surface is
covered with liquid paint or the primer, it also covers the top opening of the surface pore.
Then the curing of this paint takes place at elevated temperature, during which air and the
vapors from the solvent trapped inside will try to expand. Depending on the thickness and
type of paint layer used the pressure inside from the trapped gasses may lead to the paint
layer bursting and thus causing defect in the finished surface as can be seen in the
pictures followed.

Figure 2.2 Formation of larger defect in finished surface from existing pore in substrate
(Fernberg and Sjödahl 2008)
As mentioned, the major cause for these defects to occur is the presence of pores in the
substrate itself. After that the size of these defects is controlled by various factors like
thickness of paint layer, surface tension in the paint layer and paint curing temperature.
Consequently, these factors also have an effect on the shape of the defect that will be
formed. If the pressure inside the trapped gasses get very high, the burst will lead to the
material spreading around in a bigger area. The formation of the splatter would look like
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a crater formation with a small hole in the center and relief edges around it. Whereas a
lower pressure still great enough to break through the paint layer will lead into a smaller
hole and no extra material surrounding it. These defects are undesirable not just because
they hamper the aesthetic appeal but also there are chances that the base substrate might
get exposed to the environment which is not good for the structural integrity of the
material.

2.1.2 Crater or Fish-Eye Defects
Continuing from the previous section on pinhole defects, crater like shapes being caused
by splattering of material due to trapped air. Crater defects have a few other reasons to
their formation (Kornum and Nielsen 1980). Structure to these crater defects is similar to
what explained in the previous section minus the hole in center. If visualized
geometrically, the defect would not cause any surface discontinuity but would not abide
to the rest of the conditions for class-A.

Contaminant with
low surface tension
Paint Flow
Paint

Substrate

a)

b)

Figure 2.3 a) Flow of paint induced by surface tension gradient (Beetsma 2014) b) top
view of crater in clear top coat caused due to contaminant in the primer (Schoff 1999)
During the coating process, unwanted foreign materials may be present on the substrate
surface or be included in the paint liquid itself. These contaminants are immiscible with
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the paint and have a lower surface tension than the liquid paint as they are hydrophobic
(Schoff 1999, Beetsma 2014). Gradients in surface tension are created due to the
presence of these contaminants. This gradient makes the material flow over the surface
such that the liquid paint media moves away from the contaminant. This flow is
responsible for the crater like structure around the impurity (Figure 2.3 a and b). Some of
this paint medium flows back towards the center to cover the contaminant while
solidifying and retaining the crater shape. Size of the crater will depend upon number of
factors like the size of contaminant, viscosity of paint medium, curing temperature etc.
Existence of such defects calls for a check on presence of hydrophobic
contaminants in the spraying mechanism or to check if the substrate is free of inclusions
or not. Like most other defects these craters are also unwanted in the final finished
surface. The size of these crater defects decides whether they can be polished out or they
need extensive rework. Even addition of surface tension modifiers is sometimes
necessary to avoid these defects.
In the context of composites, the defect can be induced due to different reasons like
presence of fiber left outs on the surface or filler materials like glass spheres etc. Filler
materials are a common method of inducing light weight properties to the SMCs, which
then can act as contaminants. These fillers are pretreated at times for desired properties
and these pretreatment techniques can induce the hydrophobic nature to the contaminant.
Such substrate material contaminants may work in the same way as described before to
create the defect.
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2.1.3 Seed Defects
Coming to the third type of geometric defects, which are kind of opposite to the defect
geometries discussed before and these are the seed defects. Instead of having a trough
like shape or a spherically concave shape, seed defects would have a crest structure to
them or a spherically convex shape. For the same reason these defects are also known by
names such as spikes, grains, grits, bits and dirt inclusion etc. (Anonymous 2008).
Nomenclature behind this kind of defect works in a way that the shape of these defects
can be imagined as a protrusion caused in the surface due to presence of seed under the
top surface. The norm to seed defects is that all the points on the surface pertaining to the
defect would be higher than average plane for the whole surface. Another way of
describing this type of defect would be normal Gaussian distribution. Where in the
highest point in the defect will be usually at the center. Rest of the points follow a smooth
distribution, with the height decreasing continuously moving radially outwards from the
center or the peak.

Figure 2.4 Simulated representation of seed defect
There can be a number of ways in which these defects can vary from one another in
shape and size. One would be the radial spread of these defects i.e. how much area on the
surface one single defect will cover. Next can be the height of the center point or the
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height of the peak from the average planar surface. Another way these defects can differ
from one another is the way the height distribution is spread radially outwards. This third
point basically describes the shape of the defects. A sharp gradient will result into a
pointier seed defect where as a gradual gradient means a rounder shaped seed defect.
Then coming to the cause of formation of these seed defects. Most seed defects
are caused due to inclusion of particles beneath the top coating layer (which can be either
a liquid spray or powder prime coat) and the substrate. Another potential cause is when
these particles drop onto the surface that has just been coated but has not dried and
penetrate into that top layer (Gnanaprakasam 2004).

Seed defect
Dust lump/dried paint particle
Paint coat
Substrate

Figure 2.5 Seed defect formation due to particle inclusion (Gnanaprakasam 2004)
As a result, a protrusion will be formulated on the surface which is not acceptable to the
smooth surface standards required for the painted surface. Though the surface with this
kind of defect will not have any discontinuity which can also be visualized from the
normal distribution curves shown before in this section. Depending upon the size of these
defects it is decided how they are to be polished or buffed out. If the amount of material
removed is significant, then the whole part has to be coated again so as to maintain
coherence in the final surface.
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2.1.4 Orange Peel
In an automotive context, the undulation on global surface profile can be described as a
combination of two types of wavelengths. One is surface roughness and the other being
waviness of the surface. Both of these phenomena can be visualized as the variation of
surface points from the mean flat positions in a wavy pattern. The difference between the
two lies in the wavelength of this distribution, where waviness would be the larger
wavelength of the two.

Surface profile

Waviness

Roughness

Figure 2.6 Decomposition of surface profile into waviness and roughness
The working boundary conditions or acceptability limits for both of the types may vary
according to usage and manufacturer’s own standards (Scheers et al. 1998). Parameters
like average roughness (Ra), peak count (Pc), average waviness (Wca) and wave
amplitudes from FFT help in setting up these boundaries. The waviness portion of the
surface profile affects appearance of the painted surface more than roughness does.
Thus, focusing on the waviness it can further be categorized into bunch of different zones
in the context of wavelength. The orange peel defect itself is a subset of this waviness,
particularly belonging to the shorter side of the wavelength spectrum. Quick idea about
the wavelength vs amplitude can be made from image in Figure 2.7b. Where the whole zdisplacement range is  2.41m on 12x12 mm sample.
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Table 2.1 Surface parameters and their usage (Scheers et al. 1998)

Orange peel is the most common surface defect amongst painted surfaces. In fact, most of
the final painted surfaces in automotive body panels always have certain degree of orange
peel in them. It is the short-term waviness formed in the painted top surface which
resembles the texture of skin of an orange and thus gets the name (Figure 2.7a). Most
orange peel defects have a random distribution of this short wavelength in a threedimensional space. The presence of this defect does not affect the surface continuity but
certainly reduces the aesthetic appeal of the surface. This texture to the surface has also
been referred to as leather like surface in some literature. There can be a number of
causes to which this texture on the surface can be attributed to, both influenced by the
base substrate and the top paint medium.
Automotive industry over the recent time has adopted powder priming as the
standard coating process. But there have been incompatibility issues with use of this
process on SMCs. Firstly, SMC being a composite has fiber rich and matrix rich regions.
These regions tend to behave different during the processing and cause undulation in the
surface (Schubel et al. 2006). Secondly, how substrate affects formation of this type of
defect is inherent to the processing of the SMC composite (Kia 2010). SMC material has
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a tendency to retain moisture during formulation of panels which is further related to the
additives required for the material processing. The top coat processes usually occur at
higher temperatures, during which the retained moisture changes to vapor and creates
bubbles beneath the top coat surface. Temperature is ramped up quickly so that the
powder prime liquefies and levels over the surface, but that does not allow the moisture
to escape and instead starts to boil inside (Wood 2008).
mm
0

12

12

a)

b)

Figure 2.7 a) Orange peel on a painted surface b) Orange peel as it appears on a confocal
surface profiler
Then coming to the formation of orange peel texture attributed to the painting process
independent of the substrate. Paint process parameters like paint gun nozzle adjustments,
distance the gun is held from the surface, incorrect paint shop temperature, incorrect time
between coats, non-uniform mixing of materials have various influences. These can lead
to drying up of atomized paint particles, loss of solvent, lack of flow or excessive flow
due to viscosity variance etc. (Anonymous 2008).
Material advancements over time, and paint process optimization have been able
to reduce this problem (Kia 2010). However, differentiating between level of orange peel
on an automotive body part is of utmost importance. As mentioned it always exists in the
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final part but it has to be within an acceptable limit. Depending upon the body part and
the manufacturers requirements these acceptability limits may vary. And, a fairly
subjective comparison describes this control on orange peel. A standardization to this
acceptability could be established if the defect parameters can be associated to actual
numbers. Another problem is that the existing measuring systems measure orange peel in
conjecture with a few other parameters as an overall appearance index rather than standalone orange peel.

2.2

A Review of Existing State of the Art

With all the defects mentioned in the previous section there has always been a need to
assess the finished painted surfaces so that they can be reworked or avoided in the
process. A very obvious way to assess these surfaces is general visual inspection. But
there is always a limit to what the human eye can perceive. As the resolution or the size
of features under observation decreases, so does the ability to interpret it. This becomes
the basis of development of techniques which can enhance the ability of human eye or
systems which are stand-alone and give outputs for the surface defect characteristics.
More and more applications of painted surfaces further invite the development of these
surface assessment techniques. It has been mentioned before in this literature that the
standards needed for class-A surfaces are very stringent. However, class-A requirements
for automotive composite industry are vaguely described and there is no universally
accepted standard definition (Fotsing et al. 2014). Different manufacturers and OEMs
follow different set of standards as per their own requirements. This is due to the absence
of a uniform measuring guidelines constructed around specific type of defect. Some
existing research and the existing systems have been trying to suggest their own
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measuring units and indexes. Often there are occurrences when two very different
platforms of measurement for different materials get overlapped when the instruments
belong to category of full field inspection or limited area inspection. These remarks will
be observed in most of the systems described in this section. In the text to follow it has
been tried to describe the systems in a chronological order and only a few systems which
have been able to make it to the industrial usage have been considered.

2.2.1 Human Inspection
The whole process of inspection of surface quality starts with human vision. Ability to
compare surfaces based on visual clues is very promising. Humans can easily
differentiate between a smooth and rough surface or if the surface has some irregularities
using vision. Though to differentiate between two good surfaces as one better than the
other might need advanced skills, experience, knowledge and even visual aids. This is
where the branch of human visual inspection of painted automotive surfaces operates.
The process of inspection generally takes place inside a controlled lighting room called a
light tunnel. The light tunnel has some special feature lights having a formation such that
each strip of white light is followed by a dark non-lighted strip thus forming zebra
patterns. These alternating lighted and non-lighted stripe patterns are spread across the
light tunnel at desired positions on the walls and roof of the light tunnel depending upon
the type, shape and size of panels being observed (Figure 2.8 a and b).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2.8 a) Assessment of horizontal surfaces, b) Assessment of vertical surfaces
(Beierling 2014), c) Simulated view of light tunnel and d) Human inspection inside light
tunnel (Eisenmann 2015)
Other than the position, the variables inside this light tunnel can be the light patterns

itself. The width of these bright and dark stripes inside the pattern, angle of the pattern,
the frequency of these strips may vary. All these settings are in accordance to the part
under observations and requirements of the manufacturer. There are some systems
available which can tune every single thread of these contrasting patterns (Eisenmann
2015). These variables inside the light tunnel help to fine tune the observational ability of
human inspector and sometimes these settings have to be tweaked for particular type of
defects (Oligo 2012).
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Table 2.2 Tunable lighting options for a light tunnel (Oligo 2012)

Automotive painted class A surfaces are designed while preserving the class A conditions
explained in the previous chapter, accordingly a continuous curvature is maintained.
Thus, any breakage to these alternating structured black and white lines in the reflection
would imply that there is imperfection in the surface. The breakage of the smooth
reflection distorting into different shapes and formations will be signature to a particular
type of flaw with the surface.
Based upon the huge amount of skill that these inspecting employees have
developed while working at the same job for long time they look for these irregularities
to the reflections. Building from the experience they can say what kind of defect it is and
whether or not it is within the permissible limit. At times, employees need to use some
reference standard painted placards so as to do comparative tests. They compare to see if
there is a defect or not and if there is one, then check if it is within the limit.
Often it is acclaimed that the visual inspection system is the benchmark to surface
analysis of car body panels. It is true to some extent since it is widely used. But there are
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fundamental problems to this system. Visual inspection system is highly dependent upon
the ability of the human eye and there are number of ways this ability might get affected.
It can be imagined from the description of this visual inspection environment, it can be
very tiring and discomforting for the eyes looking at these high contrast light reflections
for longer period. So more and more advanced lighting techniques try to overcome this
problem by having more soothing light systems, but the problem is inevitable. Visual
perception tends to vary a lot from human to human, hence repeatability takes a hit when
different operators do the same task. This issue further adds questions to the reliability of
the visual inspections system as the inspections results may differ from Monday morning
to Friday evening. Lastly, the whole system is based upon subjectivity, there are no
numbers attached to this inspection system. Even after all these disadvantages which are
deep embedded into this system, it still dominates the industry for inspection of class A
painted surfaces.

2.2.2 DiffractoSight (DSight)
Bare eye inspection with fundamental shortcomings to it has always encouraged further
development of inspection systems. Out of these advancements one of the very first ones
which made it to the industry was DiffractoSight (Hageniers 1987). Developed by
Diffracto Limited in the mid 80s, the system was supposed to be used as a tool to detect
surface undulations majorly in automotive and plastic industry. Based upon the
capabilities, further applications of the surface inspection system were looked into
(Komorowski et al. 1990, Komorowski et al. 1993). The system is based upon the
technique of double pass retroreflection and claims to be able to detect surface dents
upwards of 10 m. A typical DSight setup can be been shown in Figure 2.9.
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a)

Figure 2.9 a) Schematic of DiffractoSight (Komorowski et al. 1993) b) Actual view of
the DiffractoSight system
The process starts with the question if the surface to be analyzed is reflective or not. The
system is capable to give results only on reflective surfaces, so if the surface is not
reflective then it has to pretreated by application of a wetting fluid. This wetting fluid
makes the surface reflective while maintaining the surface topographical characteristics.
Generally, the orientation of the inspected surface (vertical or horizontal) does not have
an impact on the process results. But there is a geometric constraint that only flat, or
moderately curved surfaces can be inspected using this technique.
A point sourced diffused light is used to illuminate the surface under inspection in
a uniform way. The angle between this illuminator and the surface to be inspected can be
considered the angle of incidence and is influenced by the surface’s reflective quality. If
the surface is not having high gloss character to it, then the angle of incidence needs to be
smaller. Usually this angle is around 30 with the horizontal which covers most of the
usual reflective surfaces.
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Then comes the most important part of the system, which is a glass bead retroreflective
screen with an acceptance angle of  20 to the normal. Whatever light rays fall on this
screen within this range get reflected back retracing their incident path. So, the light rays
coming from the illuminator having been reflected from the surface under inspection fall
on this screen making the primary image of that surface. These rays are then reflected
back from this retroreflective screen onto the specimen surface itself from where they get
reflected back in the general direction of source illuminator.
Finally, the culmination of all this ray tracing is at an observation point about 1.5–
3.5 inches above the incident source and it is called an off-axis arrangement. This point is
either the visual inspector’s eyes or a camera lens which captures images. This distance
between the incident source and the observation point controls the amount of Diffracto
effect in this inspection process. A small example can be used to explain how this
Diffracto effect works. Considering a bump sticking out of a reflective surface being
illuminated by the DSight setup. The light rays reflected off from this bump would land
onto the retroreflective screen at a position very different from what it was supposed to
be had the bump not been there. The retroreflective screen staying true to its character
tries to return all the light rays towards the points they came from i.e. the first reflection
point. However, this retroreflection screen does not work with perfect optical ray tracing
since it is basically an array of small glass beads put together. So, instead of returning
perfectly single rays back it returns a cone of light onto the inspected surface (Reynolds
et al. 1993). The bump gets higher light intensity on one side and lower on the other side,
in other words the defect gets backlighted.
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If the observation point is a camera lens and the images are being processed to give out
gray scale images, a perfectly defect free surface would give a single gray scale value for
the whole surface under inspection. Whereas localized variations in the height pertaining
to the defect geometry will cause changes to the gray-scale values at various points in the
image.

b)

a)

Figure 2.10 Images from DiffractoSight scans: a) painted plastic surface with acceptable
amount of waviness, b) painted plastic surface with unacceptable amount of waviness
(Reynolds and Hageniers 1988)
Over the 10 years period the DSight instrument went over a number of developmental
iterations, like being able to analyze more area at once using multiple mirror arrangement
(Komorowski et al. 1993) and the process being automated using camera and computer
system (Forsyth et al. 1999). Backing on those improvements the system made it to actual
field usage with defense organizations such as USAF, the Canadian Armed Forces and
the Royal Air Force in the UK. But even after all that, this system was not the complete
solution as there were some fundamental claw backs to the system. The system more or
less even after the advancement was only acceptable as a visual aid system enhancing the
defect detection. The analysis from this system was qualitative in nature (Legay et al.
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2005, Carroll et al. 2006) and the few numerical outputs it gave were in its own
proprietary unit system. The system presented a measuring unit called DSight relative
unit. It tested successfully quantitatively only for a certain type of defect which is
indentations and also for surface waviness the analysis remained purely subjective. One
of the main claims of the system was to be able to analyze larger areas at one time, but
for that to happen even the retroreflective screen had to be bigger making the system very
bulky and inconvenient. Another major loophole to the theory in this system is that it
relies on the assumption that the bright or darker spots on a usually plain grays scale
image would be characteristic to respective defects on the surface. Whereas there are
chances that the bright spot might have been illuminated due to a number of different
defect points. Other drawbacks include ambient light interference, too many setup
variables and lack of repeatability. A clear indication of system not being able to serve
the purpose completely is from the market it could make, it is no longer there to be found.

2.2.3 LORIA
LORIA or the Laser Optical Reflected Image Analyzer was developed around the mid
80s by Ashland Chemical Company Composites Polymer Division. So, the same time
frame as when the DSight setup system described previously came out. LORIA system
was also an outcome of much needed development in the field of surface analysis
instruments. Even after being from the same era, LORIA was far different from the
DSight system in regard to the setup used. Capabilities of both were more or less
comparable, with LORIA having an upper hand in case of details to the analysis while
DSight being better at detecting more type of irregularities. Though LORIA was able to
attach quantitative values to its analysis which will be explained later in the text to
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follow. Similar to DSight, the working principle of LORIA was also configured for
reflective surfaces. The major reason behind that was the usual motivation for
development of these instruments was to address the surface irregularity issues in class-A
external body parts for automotive and aerospace which generally are reflective in nature.

Computer monitor
Video
monitor

CPU
MOTOR
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MIRRORS

Video
camera

Screen

Inspected
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Figure 2.11 System schematic of LORIA (Hupp 1989)
The system setup (Figure 2.11) for LORIA consists of a line laser light being projected
upon a reflected surface at certain angle to the normal. To form that line of laser of a
diode laser is accompanied by a solid-state laser line control device consisting of mirrors
and motors. As the surface under inspection is a reflective surface, following the basic
reflection laws the line laser gets reflected off at an oblique angle equal to the incident
angle. A screen is setup on the opposite side to that of laser with the surface being in the
middle. The reflected laser line could then be seen on a screen which was setup to catch
the reflected laser line. A video camera is set up in such a way that it captures the image
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of reflected laser line created on the screen. After all this rest of the working takes place
on a hardware (Intel 286, later upgraded) and software system which is responsible to
digitize the image of reflected laser line captured into an array of data. The software is
capable of calculating heights of these series of columns in the array (Figure 2.12 b). This
data is then mathematically processed to calculate the mean heights and the standard
deviations. Then for different scans this data is averaged and then associated to shortterm waviness. The next thing the software does is pin pointing at the center of this array
for every column of data and that series of center points and associates it to the long-term
waviness (Figure 2.12 c) (Hupp 1989). These processed average heights of the columns
and the center lines from the array are then used to suggest the profile of the surface
along the laser line light projected on it. In common words if the surface is ideally flat,
the reflected image of laser line captured on the screen will be a straight line. Whereas
any deformation of this reflected straight line will be coherent to the type anomaly or
undulation on the surface.
The reflected line of light might tend to get thicker or just form a wavy pattern.
This thickening of the reflected laser light usually happens due to the short-term waviness
present in the sample which is also responsible for the orange peel like texture of the
surface (Figure 2.12 a). This thick reflected line of light can be considered as adjacent
columns put together, where these columns might have different heights (Figure 2.12 b).
The mathematical operation in the system calculates the average heights, then it forms a
mean vertical line height and standard deviation. Later these values are again averaged
for different scan lines and that averaged number is used to describe the appearance of a
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smooth surface. Where a lower value corresponds to smoother surface with less shortterm waviness.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2.12 a) Thickened reflected laser line as seen by camera b) Column data for the
reflected laser line c) Averaged profile corresponding to reflected laser line (Hupp 1989)
Whereas the reflected laser light forming a wavy pattern is associated to long term
waviness present in the sample. This method shares ground with the traditional way of
moving a stylus tip of a high precision CMM along the surface to look for the surface
finish. Long term waviness is calculated by fitting these center lines to polynomials with
order three or higher. Then standard deviation between the ideal polynomial line and the
actual line is calculated. This standard deviation when averaged for set of lines gives a
number which is associated to the long-term waviness, a lower number meaning a lower
long-term waviness. These set of numbers were then combined to reproduce a number
called “Ashland Index” or “LORIA Index” number. Where a lower index would mean a
better smooth surface (Klipstein 2014). LORIA made its customer base with automotive
OEMs, compounder, molders and raw material suppliers for composites as quality check
measure in-situ with the production.
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Given all that capabilities, the system was only acceptable as a long-term waviness
measuring apparatus in most of the places where it was used. Even after becoming an
essential part of quality check mechanism with big OEMs like Ford and Volvo the system
was far from being an end solution to the problem of quantifying surface irregularities.
Only waviness could be comprehended using this system and that too to a limited extent.
Class-A surfaces with complicated geometries were still far from being analyzed using
this technique. Given the nature of technique that a line laser was spanned over an area of
the surface, the system was susceptible to giving botched up results. As a reflected spot
on the screen might have been created from a combination of reflected beams coming
from two or more irregular spots on the surface under inspection.

2.2.4 ALSA
ALSA came out as an upgrade to the aging LORIA system. As the components used in
LORIA were very primitive so to provide support to the system was not possible (Krantz
2006). All that changed from LORIA to ALSA was just the better hardware and software.
Working remained the same as the purpose was to emulate the surface smoothness
numbers generated by LORIA. The software was made on newer tools like Microsoft
Visual Basic with fresher looks and easy to operate on a Windows platform. As can be
seen in the pictures in Figure 2.13. All the changes that happened to the system were to
upgrade the components of the systems.
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Figure 2.13 The newer computer setup and GUI for scan data on ALSA (Krantz 2006)
To add to it, the developers of the system did a gage repeatability and reproducibility
(GR&R) study on 12 different panels to validate the system. In this study, they were able
to conclude that most of the variation during the experiments performed was due to part
to part variation and GR&R had less than a quarter of a percent contribution to the
variation. This suggested that the measuring system was reliable. Apart from that, the
developers also did a correlation study to the existing LORIA system. Since the
comparative study was with a replica technique just the processing and hardware
upgrades being a difference it was expected to match perfectly. The comparative study
fairly overlapped, and the manufacturer had explanations to whatever variations there
were. To further validate the system’s orange peel measuring abilities were tested against
standard industrial plaques from DuPont, and it was suggested the results using the same
algorithm were fairly coherent with expectations. In all the manufacturer was able to
emulate LORIA which had some industrial standing with newer system and hardware so
that it could last a bit longer in the market or for their own material development
capabilities.
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As mentioned before the LORIA was only a solution to waviness measurement in smooth
reflective surfaces, so was ALSA. System upgrades were not accompanied by any
significant advancement in techniques. The instrument did a fair job in the field of
surface waviness but was far from being established as an industry standard. Not only
because it was covering only one aspect of surface characterization but even the
capabilities being dependent upon comparing the outputs of the system to reference
samples, which still have the red flag of human perception attached to it. There have been
a few comparative studies which have mentioned the system as not being capable enough
to cover all aspects of surface irregularities (Carroll et al. 2006, Fotsing et al. 2014).

2.2.5 Wave-Scan Plus
Wave-scan Plus was another instrument which came to the market around mid 90s and
was developed by BYK Gardner. As suggested from the name, this instrument deals with
the issue of waviness in smooth surfaces. So, the scope of this instrument lies on similar
lines with the system described in the previous section. In fact, there is literature which
has put these instrument under the same category (Fotsing et al. 2014). LORIA and
ALSA are full field of view instruments whereas wave-scan is a localized measurement
instrument. The development of surface analysis instruments around that time was
majorly focused upon the defects which were spread across the surface. With these
instruments advancing from the technique of human inspection, the aim was to imitate
this human inspection technique into some kind of instrument to reduce issues of
perception.
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Working of Wave-scan technology is fairly simple and shares a few parts of the analysis
with other techniques as well (Gabi Kigle-Böckler 2014). A small hand-held housing
consists of a laser diode which directs circular laser beam at an oblique angle onto the
surface under inspection (Figure 2.14). The surface under inspection is usually placed
under this hand-held housing. Considering the reflective part under inspection to be
perfectly flat, it reflects the laser beam with an equal opposite angle. A Charged coupled
device (CCD) chip is in place to capture this reflected laser beam on the opposite side. As
the surface changes from perfectly flat to wavy the position of reflected beam on the
CCD chip would change accordingly. This change of position is then converted to
mathematical terms corresponding to the surface undulation using proprietary algorithms.
Since the undulation of the surface is a combination of surface roughness, short-term
waviness and long-term waviness, further filtering reduces this optical profile formulated
from the CCD chip. Post filtering the results are formed into six different categories of
wavelength, where the waviness has been measured as a function of wavelength.

Enclosure

Optical profile
CCD chip

Laser

Mathematical filters

0.1 mm

30 mm

Figure 2.14 Operational principle of Wavescan (Gabi Kigle-Böckler 2014)
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Out of these six categories of wavelength a sub division is made by the name short-wave
(SW) and long-wave (LW). This sub-division not only is based upon the character i.e.
short or long wavelength but also on the visual perception result of human eye resolution.
Which is short-term waviness (orange peel inducing) is visible at shorter distance whilst
long-term waviness is associated with being observable from longer distance. For shortwave, the wavelength structures would be in the range of 0.3 to 1.2mm and for longwave, the wavelength structures would be in the range of 1.2 to 12 mm in size (Gabi

Resolution of human eye

Kigle-Böckler 2014).

SW
Wavelength (mm)
a)

LW

b)

Figure 2.15 a) Human eye resolution at various distances (Rose 2013) b) surface texture
distribution in terms of wavelength (Gabi Kigle-Böckler 2014)
These SW and LW values are then displayed on a scale zero and upwards as the output.
Where low SW implies a low disturbance in the surface as observed from shorter
distance, and low LW value means a lower disturbance in in the surface when observed
from a longer distance. So, the lower these values the better is the surface. The shorter
end of these wavelength categories corresponds to the dullness calculation and is denoted
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by dullness (du) which combined with Wa and Wb (Figure 2.15) forms distinctness of
Image (DOI) another surface appearance parameter.
Wave-scan technology has been around for a while and it made to the industry as
a very reliable instrument for waviness measurements. Major automotive manufacturers
like BMW and Volkswagen included wave-scan as an integral quality check. The
developers of the instrument responded to the popularity and brought different iterations
or models based on the same technology (Gardner). The later versions were even capable
of being mounted upon automated robots. But even after all that, there are couple of
factors why this technology has not been accepted as a standard.
Wave-scan is only good enough for surface irregularities pertaining to waviness of
the surface (Fotsing et al. 2014). So, it cannot assess local defects likes small dents and
pinholes at all. The concept of localization is lost, since it has to be moved over a
distance to give an averaged-out result. Except for the automated robot-mounted version
other family of instruments need physical contact movement over the surface to have a
stable reading which may damage or contaminate the surface. A major shortcoming is
that the system has a particular domain of geometries it can work on i.e. the sample under
inspection has to have a radius of curvature bigger than 30 centimeters. The workability
of this instrument has another constraint, that they are able to work on specific high-gloss
surfaces only. Last but not least, the costs associated to this instrument is very high for
being able to assess only one type of defect. The robot mountable wavescan instruments
cost upwards of $70,000 (USD) (Gardner).
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2.2.6 Ondulo
After all these years of trying to develop instruments with an intent to match up human
inspection technique, the major technological breakthrough happened with Ondulo. It
was an ongoing betterment of the techniques that were in the same ball park of using
structured light to analyze surface. There was extensive research going on in the 80s and
90s to use structured light for surface analysis. Methods like Moire pattern projections,
Ronchi grid projection, fringe projections triangulation and color fringe projection were
suggested to deal with the problem one way or the other (Wust and Capson 1991). But in
the following years their usage explained that these systems were more suitable for task
of geometrical shape measurement, in other words 3D scanning (Salvi et al. 2010, Zhang
2010, Van der Jeught and Dirckx 2016). Out of these suggestive research, there were
systems which were able to reproduce resolutions to the scale of surface quality but the
processing in those techniques was intensive. It was with Visuol Technologies
(previously Techlab) Ondulo launched in the mid 2000s, that the technique of Phase
Stepped/Shifting Deflectometry (using structured light) was established into a surface
analysis instrument to represent surfaces in terms of curvature data. Since then the
instrument has made significant advancements and made it through to the industry.
Makers of Ondulo suggested curvature map of surface as to be the better criterion
for depicting surfaces as against the norm of measuring absolute height data. The
reasoning behind this notion was that human eye/camera can visualize sudden change in
curvature more readily than change in absolute height over a larger area. Absolute height,
slope and curvature are related in such a way that first derivative of height data would
yield slope data and further taking derivative of slope gives the curvature. In Figure 2.16b
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cross-section graph shows two defects with identical heights. Second defect will be more
noticeable to inspection because of higher curvature of cross-section (Hsakou 2006).

Altitude deviation
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2
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Figure 2.16 a) Local and global deviation in shape, b) altitude, slope and curvature
relation for a surface cross-section (Hsakou 2006)
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Figure 2.17 Schematic of operation principle in Ondulo (Visuol 2016)
The system comprises of a simple non-tactile optical setup which is followed by a fair bit
of complex data processing in computer system. A projector is used to project structured
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light onto a screen which is vertical or tilted w.r.t to the sample under inspection (Figure
2.17). The surface to be analyzed is laid flat horizontally. A high-resolution camera
(CCD) is positioned on the opposite side of the screen with surface being in the center.
This camera is supposed to capture the reflection of the structured light pattern from the
surface.
Using this setup, the instrument works on the measurement principle of Phase
Stepped Deflectometry. In this technique, the projector projects a periodic sinusoidal
waveform of white light on the screen. This waveform is captured on the camera/CCD
after being reflected of the surface, which implies the surface has to be reflective in
nature. The waveform projected on the screen is stepped a number of times and
simultaneous pictures are captured on the camera. Then this alternating dark and bright
sinusoidal pattern in rotated orthogonally and steps are repeated again. Doing this the aim
is to spatially model as much points on the surface as possible or in other words to
increase the resolution and accuracy of the system. Each point on the screen corresponds
to individual point on the surface and subsequently individual pixel on the CCD.
Presence of local defect induces change in the slope of the surface for the set of points
belonging to the defect. For all these points, the corresponding point on the screen
changes. This phase variation caused between the points on the screen is then related to
the direction of normal at each point (surface profile at that point) by modelling the
reflected rays using known geometric parameters. variation of slope using mathematical
operations using the known parameters. This initial calculation of slope is then used to
calculate the curvature map for the surface. As the sinusoidal waveform profile is used
orthogonally across the surface, slope and curvature data can be obtained in both cross-
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sections of the surface. The curvature map (Figure 2.16 b) generated is more sensitive to
changes in local height caused due to the defects.
This different approach of tacking surface representation in terms of curvature
rather than absolute height was well accepted. Different instruments were developed
based on the same working grounds with some enhancements and instrumental additions.
To name a few Micro Epsilon in collaboration with Visuol Technologies came up with a
robot mounted instrument by the name ReflectCONTROL (Micro-Epsilon 2013), which
was accompanied by more cameras to enhance the capabilities. QualiSURF, Optimap
PSD (Rhopoint 2014) were two different iterations from a company called Rhopoint
Instruments collaborating with Visuol Technologies which were basically a temporary on
floor setup and a handheld device respectively. Apart from industrial use, even the
scientific research using this global field of view technique of surface inspection for
validation as well as comparison suggests the capabilities of the instrument (Carroll et al.
2006, Fotsing et al. 2014).
But even after all these capabilities, there are still some limitations that have
stopped this system of full field view structured light analysis system. Apart from some
general reasons like system being highly expensive and proprietary, there are some
technical aspects of the system which raise some questions against its reliability. A
research conducted by a few engineers at Visuol Technologies (the makers of Ondulo)
raised some red flags as to how capable the system is (Rose et al. 2009). The options of
integration techniques used to reconstruct height data from slope measurements is endless
and all are prone to a different family of errors, similarly there were discrepancies to the
approach used in Ondulo. The experimental setup in that research ended up giving results
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which swayed away from the expected outcomes. The deviation was also attributed to the
precision and geometry of prototypes prepared for the experiment. And it was suggested
that further experimentation with a different iteration of prototype would be performed,
but to current date there has not been any further research documented on the issue by
that research group. Such factors have prohibited this much capable system to become a
go-to for surface analysis in class-A surfaces.
Also looking at the physical aspect of the handheld Optimap, the data collection
may be contactless, but the system design is such that the instrument has to be placed on
surface. Manufacturer claims that the contact surface of the Optimap instrument has
rubberized surface, but it still may do surface damage.

2.3

Challenges/Rationale

It was very important to get perfectly smooth and aesthetically pleasing class-A surfaces
for automotive body parts. But considering the bulk productions and the range of
processes and materials involved, it is close to impossible to have defect free surfaces as
described in the sections before. Thus, it is of utmost importance that there should be an
in-situ feedback mechanism to the production. Previous section has in detail described a
variety of different instruments that were developed for the purpose over the course of
time. Majorly divided into full field view instruments which saved time and localized
analysis instruments, each system was a breakthrough in its time.
Looking at the current industrial scenario, there is no single technique or equipment that
has become the standard in surface analysis of class-A surfaces. The reason to this can be
attributed to the huge variety of surface defects that these smooth surfaces have to deal
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with. But more importantly these systems had their own limitations which have been pin
pointed in this literature. The very primitive method of human inspection from the very
beginning had concerns to its accuracy, repeatability and reliability as human perception
played a vital role influencing them. Most industries still trust in the human inspection
technique till date, but as the highly skilled human inspector retires or leaves the
company he/she takes all the skill away. So, it is not a safe proposition for the companies
which operate for years and years. DiffractoSight was basically a visual enhancement
equipment, thus inheriting the shortcomings from the visual inspection system. Its
capability of easier detection was marred by constraints like the need of a bigger and
curved retroreflector screens for larger parts. By the time its developers could attach
some automation and quantifying capabilities there were better systems in the market.
LORIA tried to revolutionize things up with laser-based analysis technique. But out of
the range of defects, the only defect type this system could detect was waviness. As for
any other defect type, this system would not even know what happened to the surface.
Apart from that the measured waviness itself could be fuzzy as the measurement was
based upon a line of laser which could easily mix things up. ALSA was more or so a
hardware and software upgrade to the aging LORIA. It shared all the shortcomings of the
LORIA system. Next came the wavescan instruments which were more accurate and
precise with their measurements and also setup a standard for measuring the waviness on
the surface which is much accepted in the industry. But they share a common issue with
LORIA/ALSA and also suggestive from the name, only waviness is measured in these
wavescan instruments. There are issues like limitations on the type of geometry of
surface they can measure as these systems perform better on flatter surfaces. Then the
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basic principle of the system requires the instrument to be moved over a certain length on
the surface, which has issues to like averaging results and maintain contact with the
surface. The full field view measurement technique of phase stepped deflectometry was a
breakthrough. The technique suggested curvature measurement on the surface against
absolute height measurement which had been in prominence over all the years. But end
of the day height map is the quantity which is most relatable when talking about surface
irregularity. And that aspect of this technique is a little ambiguous when recalculated the
height from slopes via integration. There are systems using this technique, but their
limited reach in the industry implies that there are some real doubts with the technique as
of now.

2.4

Aims

Until now it has been explained as to what the problem statement is about and what is the
previous work that came close to solving it one way or the other. In the sections to follow
a laser light based contactless system will be discussed that was developed in this
research. It has the capability to be used in different settings so as to deal with detection
and quantification of a set of defects in reflective class-A surfaces to be used for
automotive body components. Following two Chapters 3 and 4 will be dealing with
localized point defects like pinholes and craters which if perfect in shape resemble
depressions or concave structures. Then in Chapter 5 orange peel defect has been dealt
with which is a form of waviness spread over the entire surface as explained previously.
In all these chapters to follow, the primary idea has been to capture the specular portion
(Figure 2.18) of a reflected laser beam and try to assess defect parameters from them.
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Figure 2.18 Components of reflection
In Chapter 3, the very basic description is given so as to build a background about the
system setup. The primary aim here was to assess the feasibility of the experimental setup
capable of evaluating surface defects belonging to a specific category. From there on
using the described system a ray trace analysis named forward trace analysis (FTA) will
be presented (Heer et al. 2017). The actual experimental setup was recreated in simulated
environment using an optical analysis platform called OpticStudio Zemax (Figure 2.19).
The simulation was required to recreate and validate the experimental results. Later the
analytical solution furthers validates the experimental setup and simulation by proving
the results from both. FTA serves as the groundwork for quantification wished to achieve
from this laser based setup.
Chapter 4 is derived from FTA, the system setup and analytical solution are
modified to develop a Backward Trace Analysis (BTA). In the BTA, the proposed
experimental setup in Chapter 3 has been modified. The system setup which is based on
capturing the reflected laser light of off the sample now captures the same at two detector
screens instead of one. Accordingly, there are changes to the mathematical analysis too.
This setup enhancement enables us to regenerate surface topology from the analysis,
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where the surface parameters are unknown but can be calculated from the detector screen
information using the analytical solution. In BTA, the simulation and the analytical
solution work together to prove the quantification capabilities of the system. At end of
this chapter there will be suggestive experimental setups which can recreate the simulated
environment.

Detector screen
Reflected rays
Incident rays
Reflecting
surface
a)

b)

c)

Figure 2.19 Simulated setup for forward trace analysis: a) over flat and defect free
surface, b) and c) over surface having concave shaped defect
Chapter 5 deals with orange peel spread out on the entire painted class-A surface. It uses
a similar system setup with a few changes to laser beam and a whole different way of
data processing from the previous two sections of the research. As explained in detail in
the earlier part of this literature that most painted class-A surfaces have some extent of
waviness to them. Orange peel belongs to a certain domain of wavelength in that
spectrum of waviness. Since this orange peel in itself can vary from surface to surface,
this variation shows characteristic reflection patterns when irradiated with a laser beam.
An effort has been made using intensive image processing to relate these reflection
patterns to the waviness (orange peel) on the surface and then justify the reflections using
simulation of the reflection phenomena over these surfaces.
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CHAPTER 3
FORWARD TRACE ANALYSIS
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3

Forward Trace Analysis

Having gone through the problem statement of surface analysis and shortcomings from
various aspects in the existing technology, it is evident there is a lot that needs to be done
in the field of surface analysis of smooth reflective class-A surfaces. Congruently, an
effort has been made to use a visible range laser light to analyze surfaces with
irregularities. Here the initially visualized experimental setup has been tested for its
viability to assess localized surface defects. This chapter explains how the setup was used
to assess surface anomalies which have concave shaped geometry. Defects described
earlier, pin-holes and craters fall under this category. Experiments were performed on a
variety of samples both artificially generated and the actual samples. Then the
experimental results were verified using an optical simulation. After having matched the
experimental results with simulation the mathematics behind the results is proved using
geometrical ray optics. Groundwork in this chapter includes tracing rays from a known
source onto a known surface and capturing the reflected rays at a known detector
position. Thus, comes in the name Forward Trace Analysis (FTA), where we predict the
final destination of rays based on known parameters. The fundamentals created by this
chapter will be shared by the following chapters and help achieve the specific aims.

3.1

System Setup

The major focus of this study is to analyze the surface by capturing the reflected laser
light off of a surface. Some of the existing systems as discussed before, followed similar
path one way or the other. They used different type of light sources, some had different
physical parameters in their setup. The very initial visualization of the setup came from a
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combination of all this. Laser light source was chosen for the fact that it gives spatially
coherent light, thus enabling collimation (parallel narrow beam) over longer distances.
This setup (Figure 3.1) includes impinging the surface under inspection with circular
collimated laser beam at a 45 angle to the surface normal. Assuming an ideally flat
surface, the laser beam is reflected at 45 on the other side of the normal. This reflected
beam is then captured on a flat semi-transparent plastic sheet called the detector screen.
Detector is positioned in such a way that its plane is perpendicular to the direction of the
reflected beam. A camera on the opposite side of this detector captures the image of how
this reflected beam looks like on the detector. This 45 arrangement was chosen because
if the surface is perfectly flat the reflected beam spot at the detector would be exactly the
same shape, size and location as it was when leaving the source. Otherwise the surface
anomaly would lead into the distortion of this shape, size and location of the beam into
some characteristic shapes depending upon the geometry of the anomaly. Following
sections elaborate the components of the experiment to be performed.
Laser

Incident
beam
Detector screen

45
y
x

×

45
z

Reflected beam

Camera

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the system in FTA
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3.2

Beam Expander/Reducer

Starting point of this experiment is at the launch of laser beam. The defect type being
dealt here are highly localized and very small in size. There is a substantial amount of
variation in this sizing of these defect openings. With aim to assess the defect geometry it
is very important that the laser beam is able to get inside the defect. The average lower
range of these defect opening is approximately 500 m on the samples subjected in this
study. Commercially available laser diodes are considerably bigger in diameter than the
opening of defects considered here. Because of this constraint the laser beam has to be
reduced to this size range.
The system is based around an orthogonal geometry of beam travel, where the
reflection is also captured on flat detector perpendicular to reflected beam. The reasoning
behind it was to reduce the transformations and make the math simpler by looking at the
changes in the beam profile relative to what it was at the source. Thus, it was vital for the
laser beam not to change its size during the course of travel at least up till the first
interaction with the surface. Hence the concept of laser beam being collimated at a near
field region came into being.
Thus, a beam size reducer cum collimator was required to proceed further with
the experiments. To fulfill the requirement, a variable beam expander cum collimator
system was set up. Commercially available systems were not used because of
unavailability of specific laser beam expander-collimator combinations and the
customized systems being out of budget at that stage of the research. The cost of making
this beam expander-collimator system was less than 500 CAD whereas the commercial
systems are upwards of 1500 CAD let alone the customized one required.
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3.2.1 Principle
Beam expander is the common terminology for apparatus used in changing the beam
waist while maintaining the collimation of the beam. Beam expanders on a larger
categorization can be divided into either fixed or variable beam expanders. In a fixed
beam expander (Figure 3.2 a), the assembly is fairly simple, and the task can be achieved
using only two lenses. Combination of a convex and concave lens or two convex lenses
used in series can be used to form a collimated reduced or expanded beam. The amount
of beam expansion or reduction is fixed based upon focal length of the lenses used in this
fixed expander. Whereas a simple continuous variable beam expander (Figure 3.2 b) also
called zoom lens expander uses set of three lenses to give a range of expansion or
reduction values for beam waist. This is enabled by inlet and outlet convex lenses of
equal focal lengths which are fixed while a moving concave lens in the middle.
Fixed bi-convex lenses

Fixed bi-convex lenses

Bi-convex lens

Bi-concave lens

Moving bi-concave lens
b)

a)

Figure 3.2 a) Variations of fixed beam expander/reducer, b) continuous zoom beam
expander/reducer lens formation
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The beam expanders when used in the opposite direction given the condition the lenses
used are bi-concave or bi-convex and not plano-concave or plano-convex, work as beam
reducers.

3.2.2 Construction
For this chapter as explained the need was for a smaller spot size. Decision on the laser to
be used involved a number of factors. Firstly, looking at what was available
commercially, a laser diode system was chosen instead of more sophisticated and much
expensive He-Ne laser systems to maintain budget of the project. As the intent was to see
the changes in reflection, a continuous wave (CW) visible range laser with a symmetric
spot and low power (so as not induce any optical damage) was needed. Hence, a laser
diode with 635nm wavelength (390-700 nm visible spectrum), a circular spot of 2.9 mm
diameter and 1.2 mW power was chosen. CPS635R collimated laser diode module was
procured from Thorlabs Inc. A bigger beam waist usually has lower beam divergence and
the possible changes to beam waist size are much more. This is the reason to choose 2.9
mm beam waist against smaller beam waists available.
The lens setup looks like the second case in Figure 3.2 b), where the aim is to
reduce the size of the beam while maintaining the collimation. This setup has been based
around the well-established theory of varifocal and zoom lenses (Malacara-Hernández
and Malacara-Hernández 2017). The outer two bi-convex lenses (LB1945) have focal
length F1 200.0 mm are fixed, leaving room for inlet lens for final focus adjustments. The
center bi-concave lens (LD2297) with focal length F2 25.4 mm is adjustable and able to
travel the whole distance between the out convex lenses so as to give different
magnification values. The lenses were chosen so as to be able to reproduce a
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magnification of 1/6 . Which means with these set of lenses (positioned relatively
according to the theory of zoom lenses Figure 3.3) the beam waist is reduced from 2.9
mm to 0.48mm or 483 m approximately. These lenses are 25.4 mm in diameter and
have been housed in a 1 lens tube system and positioned using retaining rings. The
laser is attached to the lens tube using a kinematic adapter which has pitch and yaw
controls to make sure that the laser beam follows the optical axis closely. All these parts
needed for the construction of this beam expander/reducer were procured from Thorlabs
Inc. The described assembly of zoom lens can be seen in the 3D model in Figure 3.4.

Concave lens LD2297 Convex lens LB1945

Convex lens LB1945
Inlet

Outlet

 483 m
 2.9 mm
170.976 mm

25.092 mm

Figure 3.3 Lens positioning for 1/6X magnification
Concave lens LD2297

Pitch and yaw control
laser adapter
Convex lens LB1945
Laser CPS635R

Convex lens LB1945
1 in. lens tubes

Figure 3.4 CAD model of zoom lens beam expander/reducer
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3.2.3 Verification in Zemax
Zemax is a well-known optical simulation software which can be effectively used to
recreate ray optics (Figure 3.5). Most of the reliable optical vendors like Thorlabs Inc.
have their products in Zemax catalogues. It was important to check whether the desired
setup for the specific magnifications was working or not. Hence Zemax was used to
validate the theory of zoom lenses and our choice of optics to perform the task of beam
reduction and collimation. Based on the chosen lenses, beam waist was verified, and the
divergence values were calculated for the output beam. A set of detectors were setup to
capture the output beam over a range of distance from the point of exit from the last lens
(Figure 3.6). Beams waist was measured at 1/e2 width of the Gaussian distribution of
beam profile at the detectors. Divergence was calculated from these beam profiles, which
came out to be 1.19 mrad which is within acceptable terms. This calculated divergence
was not only to confirm the collimation of the beam at near field region but also helped in
deciding the later experimental parameters like the distances between expander-sample
and sample-detector.
Output beam
Lenses

Input beam
Detectors

Figure 3.5 Zemax simulation environment for beam expander
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Figure 3.6 Beam profile at: a) before lenses b), c), d) after reduction and collimation

3.3

Sample Preparation

Having formulated the type of beam needed for the setup explained earlier, next step was
to gather samples for experimentation to take place. In this chapter the focus is on pin
hole and crater like defects which if idealized have concave shapes. Accordingly, it was
decided to first look into the reflection changes over idealized smooth concave spherical
shapes and then expand the virtue of experimentation to the actual samples with real
defects.

3.3.1 Manufactured Samples
The reason behind making these samples with defects was to know the behavior of light
ray trajectories when reflecting from idealized smoother surfaces inside the defects. The
reflection patterns formed due to the idealized defects would then help in understanding
reflection patterns formed due to defects in actual samples. The parameters that were
controlled while manufacturing these defects were the radius of curvature of the concave
shape (R), the depth of the defect (h), the width of the opening as viewed from the top
plane (w) and the surface roughness (Sa) (Figure 3.7). Based on the combination of these
parameters the defects were categorized into macroscopic and microscopic defects.
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Figure 3.7 Concave defect geometry parameters

3.3.1.1 Macroscopic
Macroscopic category belongs to the geometries created with a smaller aspect ratio
between the width and the depth of the defect and smaller radius of curvature.
Accordingly, the defects are prominently visible to the naked eye. For the set of
macroscopic samples, the parameter chosen were radius of curvature to be 2.5 mm with
varying depths and opening widths. The reason to maintain same radius of curvature for
these samples was to see the effect of individual parameters like depth of defect on the
reflection images. Hence for three different samples (Figure 3.8) depth values of 1 mm,
1.5 mm and 2.5 mm were chosen, and relative opening widths 4 mm, 4.3 mm and 4.9
mm. These samples were first machined out on cylindrical shaped stainless-steel stocks
using a CNC machine leaving tolerance for polishing to be done later. Roughness levels
were unacceptable to be called a smooth surface and there were machining marks. Precise
polishing procedures were followed to get rid of machining marks and bring the samples
to a mirror like finish. Average roughness inside the defect over the number of samples
was in the range of 400 - 600 nm which is as good as a mirror for stainless-steel.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.8 Samples with macroscopic defects of R= 2.5 mm: a) h = 1 mm and w = 4mm,
b) h = 1.5 mm and w = 4.3 mm, c) h = 2.5 mm and w = 4.9 mm

3.3.1.2 Microscopic
These were the defects with higher opening width to depth aspect ratios and a relatively
higher radius of curvature. Due the low depths and higher radius of curvature the small
slope change inside the geometry of these defects reduces their prominence when viewed
with naked eyes. For the manufacturing samples with these kinds of defects, thick
circular stainless-steel discs were mounted in Bakelite. Once mounted these sample were
polished to a smoother finish of average roughness values around 1 m which was just a
pre-finish. After that a ball end indenter was used create concave structure on these
polished surfaces. Ball indenter was used very carefully to have minimum amount relief
edges around the concave structure due to the plastic deformation of the metal. Then
these samples were brought back to polishing table and soft polishing pads were used so
as to be able to polish the inside of these concave geometries, reaching average surface
roughness values of 300 - 450 nm. Six concave geometries (Figure 3.9) were created with
such aspect ratios with opening widths of 0.6 - 1 mm and depth values ranging from 15 80 m. Radius of curvature on these geometries ranged from 1 - 3 mm.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.9 Samples with microscopic defects, parameters ranging between R = 1 - 3 mm,
h = 15 - 80 m and w = 0.6 - 1 mm

3.3.2 Actual Samples
Moving over from artificially generated defect geometries to actual pinhole and crater
defects formed during the painting or coating process. A number of samples were
prepared at the powder coating lab. Powder coating process was undertaken on composite
samples. The coating procedures followed were standard, resulting in some samples
being better than others. Some samples having those specific defect formations on them
which were required to use in experimentation. The powder coating process was
performed carefully to keep parameters like film thickness over different sample in the
same average range to keep uniformity.
As these defects created on these samples were random and formed naturally,
they had to be inspected for their shape and size. Confocal microscopy and white light
interferometer were used to look into the details of these defects. The instruments helped
in generating surface topology maps of the surface with defects. Figure 3.10 b) and d)
shows the size and scale of these defects in the 3-D domain.
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mm

a)

b)
mm

c)

d)

Figure 3.10 Powder coated composite surfaces: a) camera view of concave shaped
defect, b) surface topology map with white light interferometer, c) camera view of pin
holes and craters, d) surface topology map with confocal microscope

3.4

Detector and Camera

Next step in the setup is where the beam reflected off the surfaces is collected.
Nomenclature for this part of the setup is detector screen. It is a white semi-transparent
(or frosted) plastic sheet with a size of 160  90 mm and thickness of 15 m (Figure
3.11) There are a number of reasons behind deciding this detector screen in the current
form factor. Firstly, it was not intended to capture the reflected beam directly with a CCD
camera sensor as it may damage sensor pixels due to the laser beam exposure over time.
Secondly, as the intent was to capture the change in beam profile and locations, a bigger
area was needed to capture the specular part of the reflected beam and this purpose was
not solved by small sensor size in the camera. To simplify the mathematics, as mentioned
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earlier the position of this screen is such that its plane is perpendicular to direction of
reflected beam if reflecting off a mirror. The size of this detector is in correlation with the
16  9 pixel formation on the camera sensor. Camera used for capturing the reflections on
the detector is a SONY alpha A55 with a macro lens at focal length 40 mm forming sharp
images of the detector set 30 cm away from inlet of the lens.

Adjustable detector fixture

Detector screen

Camera

Figure 3.11 CAD representation of detector and camera configuration

3.5

Experimentation

Having explained the system setup and its components the next is the actual experiment
itself. The surface under inspection was irradiated with laser beam coming off the beam
expander. The beam expander was attached to the y-axis of a CNC machine. The sample
under inspection was mounted onto the z-x stage of the CNC machine such that average
plane of the sample made a 45 angle with incident plane. The distance the beam
travelled from the exit of beam expander to the first point of incidence was maintained at
50 mm so as to account a low beam divergence. The detector and camera configuration
(Figure 3.1) is placed in a way that if the surface is mirror-like the reflected beam would
travel a distance of 50 mm.
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Fixed laser spot

z

x

•

y

Movement of sample

Figure 3.12 Scan movement
A single scan using this setup would require the sample to move on the z-x stage along
the y axis (Figure 3.12). Since the beam waist for these experiments is low at 480 m and
surface to be analyzed is comparatively bigger, to cover an area the laser beam would
need to raster scan the surface. A full scan of surface would mean a consecutive number
of line scans in x-direction over the whole surface. After every x-direction scan the
movement in z-direction takes place before the next scan in y-direction can be executed.
This z-x movement can be done either by moving the laser and the camera detector
configuration over the stationery sample or vice versa.

3.5.1 Reflections over Macroscopic Samples
Experiments were performed according to the procedure explained. Reflections were
captured for a set of three x-direction scans over the three samples prepared with
macroscopic defects. Scan along the section of the sample with macroscopic defect
resulted into a replication of tight spot changing into an elongated elliptical shape when
the laser beam spot moved from flat region to the concave shape. The elliptical shape
traced a curved path on the detector as the laser spot moved along the section of concave
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geometry on the sample. Figure 3.13 shows 5 frames taken from the curved path traced
on the detector when laser passed over concavity with depth 2 mm.

2/5

1/5

4/5

3/5

5/5

Figure 3.13 Sequence of frames from the curved path traced on detector
The experiment was repeated for all the three prepared samples with maximum depths 1
mm, 1.5 mm and 2.5 mm. All of the experiments resulted in the curved path being traced
as the laser beam spot moved over a cross-section of the concave geometry. There were
three noticeable observations or hypothesis from these experiments. First, each curved
path had an offset in y axes of the detector suggesting correlation to the depth of the
defect corresponding the cross-section. Second, the width of the curved path differed in
each subsequent scan suggesting correlation with opening width of the defect. Third, the
curved path on the detector seemed to be parallel to each other suggesting similar radius
of curvature.

3.5.2 Reflections over Microscopic Samples
Following the same procedures, the reflections were captured while moving the samples
with microscopic concavities w.r.t laser. Set of x-direction scan over the concave
structure with different depth and opening widths were performed. The captured
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reflections on the detector were of the same type as the macroscopic defects. The tight
spot expanded into an elliptical shape as the beam spot moved from a flat region to
concave structure. The similar elliptical shape traced a small curved path on the detector
with movement of beam spot along the section of concave geometry. Observable
difference in reflections from previous section was the size of the expanded elliptical
shape and the size of curved path traced. This observation could be attributed to the scale
difference between the macroscopic and the microscopic defects geometries. Figure 3.14
illustrates how the size of expanded elliptical shape differs in the two type of prepared
concave geometries.

a)

b)

Figure 3.14 Reflection from: a) Microscopic concavity b) Macroscopic concavity

3.5.3 Reflections over Actual Samples
To conclude the experimentation the reflections were captured while moving the laser
over actual samples. Samples were carefully chosen so that they have defects on them to
give characteristic reflections. Given the small size of the actual defects, very small
changes in the beam reflection were captured on the detector screen. There were number
of instances when the beam expanded into the elliptical shape previously observed in
manufactured defect geometries case. It was evident from the reflections captured, that
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the similar behavior of reflection must be due to the presence of concave shaped
anomalies on the sample surface. Figure 3.15 is an overlay of frames when laser beam
spot moved over one of the defects. The expanded elliptical shape again traced a curved
path on the detector. There were instances of beam spot expanding into elliptical shape
when moving over the surface. The expansion of beam spot into the elliptical shape was
much smaller and the curved path traced was much shorter and movement in y-direction,
much similar to the case of reflections in microscopic manufactured defects.

Figure 3.15 Overlay frames of elliptical shape of beam on detector

3.6

Simulation

To understand the ray optics behind the observations from the experiment a simulation of
the setup environment was done. Optical simulation software Zemax was used to recreate
the environment of experiment by keeping most parameters identical. The macroscopic
defect geometries were generated in CAD and then imported into Zemax. Laser beam
parameters identical to output of beam expander were used to irradiate the surface
generated in CAD. The only difference from real experiment is that there is no camera
behind the detector screen. The output of detector in simulation gives an intensity versus
position graph as the reflected beam hits the detector which is exactly the same as images
captured by camera in the experiments.
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Detector screen
Reflected rays
Incident rays

Reflecting surface
With concave defect
a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.16 Simulated environment when: a) laser over flat area, b), c) laser reflecting of
concave shaped defect area
For simulation three surfaces with concave geometry surface anomalies were generated.
Identical to reflection capture experiment for macroscopic defects, the radius of curvature
of defect on the three samples was kept equal to 2.5 mm. Depth of the defects was 1 mm,
1.5 mm and 2.5 mm. Corresponding opening width of the defects were 4 mm, 4.3 mm
and 4.9 mm.
Figure 3.17 shows 6 frames from one of the section scans when the curved path
was traced on the detector as the laser passed over concavity with depth 1 mm. Figure
3.18 shows 6 frames from one of the section scans when the curved path was traced on
the detector as the laser passed over concavity with depth 1.5 mm. A set of section scans
were run for each sample, saving the curved paths traced by the elliptical shape on the
detector for each scan. Reflection trends similar to that in experimentation were observed
in the simulation. Position of the curved path on the detector, width of the curved path
and curvature of the curve suggested relationship to specific defect and the section scan
location.
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c)

d)

e)

Figure 3.17 Frames from detector screen during section scan across the sample with
concavity of 1 mm depth
mm

mm

mm

a)

b)

mm

mm

c)

d)

e)

Figure 3.18 Frames from detector screen during section scan across the sample with
concavity of 1.5 mm depth
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3.7

Image Processing

The aim was to plot the curved path of the reflected spot moving on the detector. Zemax
simulation are working on ideal conditions of surface inside the concave structures being
perfectly smooth. Whereas in reality the concave structures made on stainless steel
samples may look smooth with mirror finish, but they have polishing and machining
marks. It can be observed by comparing the smooth elliptical shapes (Figure 3.17 and
Figure 3.18) traced on simulation detector screen and the artifacts (Figure 3.13 and
Figure 3.14) around and in the elliptical beam shape captured at detector in experiment.
All the artifacts from polishing marks, machining marks and the airy rings due to the
laser can be excluded from the analysis for tracing the curved path.

Corresponding high intensity bright region

u
m

a)

b)

Figure 3.19 a) Beam intensity distribution b) Reflected profile
In the Gaussian distribution of initial laser beam (Figure 3.19a), the peak intensity of the
distribution is at the center and corresponds to the center of laser beam profile. The high
intensity spot in the reflection (Figure 3.19b) corresponds to the same center of the beam
profile. Thus, by calculating this high intensity spot on the detector the expanded
elliptical shape, the stray artifacts all reduce to a single ray coming from the center of the
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laser beam expander and reaching the detector based on the interaction with surface. This
high intensity spot tracing would help visualize the curved paths followed by the
reflected beam spot on the detector both in experimentation and simulation. Figure 3.20
explains how the curved path followed by reflected beam spot is traced though the high
intensity spot on overlapped frames.
mm

a)

b)

Figure 3.20 Illustration of high intensity spot tracking in: a) Experiment b) Simulation
For calculation of the path traced on detector by the high intensity spot, particle tracker
algorithm in imageJ software was used (Sbalzarini and Koumoutsakos 2005). Multiple
frames of detector images corresponding to different section scans from experiment were
processed using the software program and the algorithm. Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22
show the final positon plots for the curved path traced on the detector for three different
sections scans (Figure 3.23) for two samples width different depths and same radius of
curvature. These three sections scans were obtained by moving sample by distance of
0.2 mm in z direction after each x direction scan explained in section 3.5. Data was
plotted with outputs from the algorithm and the known size of detector screen in the
experimentation. Thus, the plots give the real time positions of the high intensity spot
moving over the detector screen.
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Figure 3.21 Curved path on x-y position plot for concave defect with R = 2.5 mm and
h = 1 mm (from experiments)
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Figure 3.22 Curved path on x-y position plot for concave defect with R = 2.5 mm and
h = 1.5 mm (from experiments)
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Figure 3.23 Schematic of incident beam tracks corresponding to detector images: a)
Front view, b) side section-view
Figure 3.24 to Figure 3.27 shows how Zemax was used to plot just the curved paths
followed by the bright intensity spot inside the elliptical shape of the laser beam for
different section scans on one of the samples. The detector images were processed using
ridge detection (Steger 1998) algorithm-based plugin in imageJ software. Position data
was extracted from the Zemax detector screen images and later plotted onto position
graphs.
Having the ability to simulate the experimental setup the sample space was
expanded by having reflection simulation run on samples with different radius of
curvature. Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25 are curved paths of reflected spot for samples with
concavities of same radius of curvature R = 2.5 mm but different depths h = 1 mm and
1.5 mm respectively. Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27 shows the curved paths of reflected
spot for samples with concavities of radius of curvature R = 4 mm and depth h = 1mm
and 1.5 mm respectively. For all these curved paths traced the length of laser beam scan
line is identical.
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mm

Figure 3.24 Curved path position plot for concave defect with R = 2.5 mm, h = 1 mm in
simulation

mm

Figure 3.25 Curved path position plot for concave defect with R = 2.5 mm, h = 1.5 mm
in simulation
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mm

Figure 3.26 Curved path position plot for concave defect with R = 4 mm, h = 1 mm in
simulation

mm

Figure 3.27 Curved path position plot for concave defect with R = 4 mm, h = 1.5 mm in
simulation
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The simulations were also iterated for microscopic concave shaped defects. Similar
curved paths were traced by the expanded elliptical shaped but with a much smaller path
and small expansion of the spot. Hence replicating what was observed when reflections
were captured in the experiments for the manufactured microscopic defect geometries.
Plotting positions of the high intensity spot traced on the detector in both
experimental and simulation reflections for macroscopic concave shapes confirmed the
initial observations. Comparing Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25 which show positions of
curved paths for samples with same radius of curvature but different depths for identical
incident beam position, it is evident depth of the geometry influences the vertical position
of the path on the detector. Similar observation can be made from Figure 3.26 and Figure
3.27 which have the same trend for a different value of radius of curvature. While
comparing curved paths traced for similar depth and different radius of curvature for
identical incident beam position in Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.26 the curved path follows a
flatter trajectory in the reflection corresponding to higher radius of curvature geometry.
All these inferences suggest that the curved paths traced on the detector are
characteristic to the geometric parameters of the concave shaped defect discussed earlier.
Also, the simulation results confirm that the characteristic relation between the reflection
and the geometry holds irrespective of the aspect ratio between these geometric
parameters.
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3.8

Analytical Verification

The observation similarities for the curved paths traced on the detector both in
experiments and simulations suggest a strong correlation between the laser reflections
and the surface it reflects from. Thus, it is possible to formulate an analytical solution for
this FTA, which gives a relation between the detector results and concave geometry
parameters on the surface being analyzed. Formulation of this analytical solution uses the
system setup parameters and basic physics of geometrical ray optics.
Since this is the FTA, the surface geometry parameters, laser parameters along
with system setup parameter are used to predict the final positions of reflected beam on
the detector. The problem statement of calculating the beam spot position on the detector
has been made simpler by tracing a single ray representing the laser. This single ray trace
is similar to tracing the curved paths based on high intensity spot inside the elliptical
shape (Figure 3.19). The single ray in this analytical solution represents the exact center
of the laser beam having a beam waist (diameter).

3.8.1 Geometrical Ray Optics
The ray trace is performed assuming origin O (xo, yo, zo) as the center of the sphere
forming the concave shaped defect on the surface (Figure 3.28). The radius of curvature
of the concave shaped defect is R. The flat sample containing the defect is inclined at an
angle of 45 to the horizontal. Section scan line’s distance from the origin along z-axis is
denoted by A. The starting point of the incident ray is given by point S (xs, ys, zs), where
xs is a fixed value depending upon the position of source, ys being the half-width of the
section-scan and zs is equal to A.
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Starting point S (xs, ys, zs)

Origin O (xo, yo, zo)

A
VI
N

R
y

i

x ×

Final point on
detector
F (xf, yf, zf)

r

z

Incidence point I (xi, yi, zi)

Detector screen

Figure 3.28 Setup parameters for FTA analytical solution
The azimuthal angle subtended on the 3D concave shaped defect depending upon A and S
is denoted by z and calculated as:

 = sin

(3-1)

√

The point of incidence of ray onto the surface is given by I (xi, yi, zi), where yi = ys, zi = zs
and xi is given by:
= √

−

×



(3-2)

Accordingly, the incident ray vector is calculated as VI = [(xi – xs), (yi - ys), (zi - zs)] and
the magnitude of this incident vector is calculated as:
| | = !"

−
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(3-3)

Normal at the point of incidence is given by the vector N = [(xo – xi), (yo – yi), (zo – zi)]
and the magnitude of this vector is calculated as:
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The angle of incidence formed between the vectors VI and N is given by i and is
calculated as:

 = cos

−

•(
| | × |(|

(3-5)

The vector representing reflected ray is denoted by VR and the angle of reflection it
makes with the normal is denoted by r and is equal to I (Figure 3.28). The reflected ray
finally hits the detector, which is a flat surface in the x-y plane of the system with an
offset in z-direction. The z-direction offset is a fixed value and thus at all times the z
coordinate of the final point will be a fixed value. This final point on the detector is
denoted by F (xf, yf, zf) where zf as mentioned is a fixed value. Values for yf and xf can be
evaluated using property of similar triangles formed in the geometric ray trace and the dot
product between normal N and reflected vector VR, where VR = [(xf – xi), (yf – yi), (zf –
zi)]. The calculation for yf and xf will be done by simultaneously solving the equations 3-7
and 3-8.
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The above mathematical solution was formed into a Matlab code which was able to plot
the positions curved paths on the detector based on the given inputs. Thus, completing the
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exercise of being able to predict the reflection characteristics based on known parameters
of concave shaped surface defect. This mathematical solution is vital for the upcoming
chapter where the process of ray tracing has been tried in a reverse manner to predict
surface parameters based on reflections captured at detector.
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CHAPTER 4
BACKWARD TRACE ANALYSIS
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4

Backward Trace Analysis

The previous chapter dealt with predicting interaction points on the detector based upon
known incident beam data and known reflecting surface parameters. The approach has
been reversed in this chapter. The goal is to calculate surface parameters based upon
known incident beam data and the interaction points between detector and reflected
beam. The difficulty, however, is that there exists a family of possible surface points (S1,
S2 and S3) with different heights and normals that would result in the reflection of a fixed
incident beam to a single point (x1, y1, z1) on the detector (Figure 4.1 a). In order to
overcome this problem, a second detector is introduced such that the reflected ray
produces a spot on each detector (Figure 4.1 b), thereby enabling the determination of the
reflected ray vector. The reversal of calculation technique for the surface gives the name
Backward Trace Analysis (BTA) as the reflected beam will be traced in the backward
direction. This analysis has been formulated by combining simulation and analytical
solution based upon geometrical ray optics.
Reflected trajectory 1
Reflected trajectory 2
Reflected trajectory 3

Detector

Detector screen 1 Detector screen 2
(x2, y2 z2)

Incident beam

(x1, y1, z1)

Incident beam
(x1, y1 z1)
Reflected beam

Surface points S1, S2 and S3
with different heights and normals

a)

b)

Figure 4.1 Reflected beam in case of: a) single detector, b) double detector
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4.1

System Setup

The basic theory behind the exercise remains intact, capturing the reflected laser light to
make inferences about the surface. An essential addition in the system setup described in
previous chapter has been made for BTA. The reflected beam is captured at two different
detector screens called the double detector setup. The reflected beam being captured at
two different screens gives access to the beam’s position at two different locations of the
setup. Using these two locations of the reflected beam it is possible to calculate the
direction and position of the reflected beam in 3-D space. Figure 4.2 explains the general
schematic of the double detector system for BTA.

Laser
Detector screen 1
Incident beam
Detector screen 2
45
y
x

×

45
z

Reflected beam

(x1, y1, z1) (x2, y2, z2)

Figure 4.2 System schematic with double detector for BTA
The reflected beam’s direction and position (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) having been
calculated can be used to retrace the reflected beam back towards the surface. The
direction and position of incident beam is a known parameter. The intersection between
the incident beam and reflected beam will give a set of points which represents the
surface topology from where the laser beam reflected off initially. Hence, a cloud of
points can be regenerated for the surface from successive intersection calculations.
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4.2

Simulation Analysis

Simulation is the starting step for this BTA arrangement. Like the previous chapter a
concave shaped geometry generated with CAD is imported into Zemax. This surface acts
as a smooth reflecting surface. Building up on the knowledge from simulating reflections
in the previous chapter, the line scan technique was adopted again. Only the high
intensity center spot of the beam was traced for every position of laser beam during the
scan. When the ray representing the laser beam is incident on the flat region, a perfect
orthogonal reflection takes place, the beam is captured at identical positions on both the
detectors. As the ray moves into the concavity on the surface, it gets reflected in a
different direction. The ray’s interaction point with both detectors in this case is different
(Figure 4.3). The position co-ordinates of these interaction points between the reflected
beam and double detector is the output from the simulation which is further fed into the
mathematical analysis. Along with these position co-ordinates the position and
parameters for the setup are also used in the mathematical analysis.

a)

b)
(x2, y2, z2)
(x1, y1, z1)

Detector screen 2

Incident ray

Detector screen 1

Reflected ray
before detector 1
Reflected ray
after detector 1
c)

Figure 4.3 Simulation for double detectors: a) side view, b) front view, c) isometric view
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A y-direction scan along the cross-section of a surface is used to generate a series of
position co-ordinates forming the curved paths traced by the ray on both the detectors.
The curved paths generated on both the detectors (Figure 4.4) have different locations
and comprise of series of points, with each pair of points on the two detectors
corresponding to one point on the concave surface.

Incident ray
Reflected ray
before detector 1
Reflected ray
after detector 1

Figure 4.4 Cross-section scan tracing curved path on detector
mm

mm

a)

b)

Figure 4.5 Detector positions for high intensity central spot of beam reflected off sample
with R = 2.5mm, h = 1mm
The output from the simulation is in the form of images having the position data for ray
and detector interaction at two positions of detector for each ray. This position data is
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extracted from the images using image processing combining the two techniques used in
FTA. Ridge detection (Steger 1998) and particle tracker (Sbalzarini and Koumoutsakos
2005) algorithm-based plugins in imageJ software were used to gather the positon data
from the detector images in Zemax.
A Single ray representing the central high intensity spot was directed from eleven
equidistant points onto a surface with concave geometry shaped defect with R = 2.5 mm,
h = 1 mm and w = 4mm. As a result, a set of eleven position points were generated on the
detectors in Zemax (Figure 4.5). The simulation was reiterated for a different reflective
surface with concave geometry shaped defect with R = 4 mm, h = 1 mm and w = 5.3 mm
while keeping the incident ray positions similar (Figure 4.6). The position data from both
the simulations was then extracted using the method described before so as to be used for
the mathematical analysis.

mm

mm

a)

b)

Figure 4.6 Detector positions for high intensity central spot of beam reflected off sample
with R = 4mm, h = 1mm

4.3

Analytical Formulation

The detector positions have been extracted from the images and are sequenced in pairs as
one incidence point on the surface is responsible for generating a pair of points, one per
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detector. The next task is to frame the system setup into a mathematical form and use the
calculated position points on detector along with incident ray information to calculate the
incident ray and the reflected ray. Mathematical analysis from there on will culminate at
calculating the intersection between these rays.

Final point on detector 1
F1 (xf1, yf1, zf1)

Starting point
S (xs, ys, zs)
Origin
O (xo, yo, zo)

Final point on detector 2
F2 (xf2, yf2, zf2)

VI
N
y
x ×

z

Incidence point
I (xi, yi, zi)

Detector screen 2
Detector screen 1

Figure 4.7 Setup parameters for BTA analytical solution
The origin for the whole ray trace is arbitrarily assumed as O (xo, yo, zo). Assuming it to
be center of the concave shaped geometry under inspection. The starting point of the
incident ray is given by point S (xs, ys, zs). Here zs is equal to A which is a randomly
chosen control variable and influences the position of section scan line over the concave
shaped geometry. The double detector formation in the BTA leads to two final spots from
the reflected ray. The interaction point between the reflected ray and the first detector is
denoted by F1 (xf1, yf1, zf1), while the interaction point formed at the second detector is
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denoted by F2 (xf2, yf2, zf2). Based on F1 and F2, the vector representing the reflected ray
in the opposite direction is denoted by VR = [(xf1 – xf2), (yf1 – yf2), (zf1 – zf2)]. For
mathematical solution the reflected ray can be parameterized as:
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The incident ray is in a plane parallel to the x-y plane with an offset equal to the value of
z coordinate of the starting point zs. This offset plane can be called the plane of incidence.
The offset value is controlled by the control variable A chosen at the beginning.
Therefore, the equation of incidence plane is z = – A or:
' = −'#

(4-3)

Calculation of intersection point between the incident beam and the reflected beam is
reduced to a simpler problem of calculating the intersection between reflected ray and the
offset plane or the plane of incidence (Figure 4.7). To do that, the coordinates of a point
on the reflected ray (4-2) are plugged into the equation of plane (4-3) and the value of the
parameter t is evaluated:
3=

/
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The value of t is then plugged back into the parameterized form of the coordinates of a
point on the reflected ray to evaluate the point of intersection I (xi, yi, zi):
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Similar to FTA’s mathematical solution, the above mathematical solution for BTA was
also formulated into a Matlab code. The formed code was able to give out a series of
incident points based on the given inputs of detector position points for each scan. Hence,
making the BTA’s analytical solution capable of predicting points on the surface based
on the final reflections captured at the detector.

4.4

Representative Experimental Setup

It was mentioned early on in this thesis that the BTA proposed in this chapter is a
combination between the simulation and mathematical analysis based upon geometric
optics. The current formation of the double detector components in BTA was chosen to
prove the working proficiency of the proposed setup. This formation of the detectors is
simpler when solving the mathematical analysis, but there are issues in the experimental
actualization with the current form. Firstly, the first detector has to be transparent enough
to let the light rays reach onto the second detector which would lead to know formation
of light at first detector and hence no detection. Secondly, the detection with current
means happens via a camera behind the detector capturing the interaction between rays
and frosted detector screen. It is not possible to have a camera between the two detectors
to capture images on the first detector.
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The above stated shortcomings of the proposed simpler setup were known before
the problem statement was approached. The mathematical analysis which forms the final
stage of the BTA is based upon geometric ray optics. If the system is introduced with
more sophisticated components like 50-50 beam splitters (Figure 4.8) the problem of
actualizing the experiment can be solved. The geometrical ray optics used for the BTA
mathematical analysis would undergo modifications, but the end result would be ray
interacting with the detector at two different positions and forming profiles which then
can be captured via cameras on the other side. If and when actualized, position
information from the two detectors screens from experimental setup would serve as the
input to the mathematical analysis. The mathematical solution would give information
about the surface parameters as the final output.
Reflected %
Beam splitter

Incident
light
Transmitted %
Uncoated surface
Anti-reflective
coated surface

Figure 4.8 Beam splitter principle
One of the possible setups for using the beam splitter component in the experimental
setup has been given in Figure 4.9 and a simulation view in (Figure 4.10). Components
like beam expander, laser diode, detectors screens and CNC moving stage can be
incorporated from the FTA experiment. Different setup formations would introduce
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different geometric transformations in the mathematical analysis, which influence the
calculation of the reflected beam from set of position points on the detectors.

Camera 2

Laser

(x2, y2, z2)
Incident
beam

Detector screen 2
Beam splitter

45

Detector screen 1
45
y
x

×

Reflected beam
z

(x1, y1, z1)

Camera 1

Figure 4.9 Proposed experimental schematic with beam splitter

Incident ray
Reflected ray
before detector 1
Reflected ray
after detector 1

Figure 4.10 Simulated environment for proposed experimental setup
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CHAPTER 5
ORANGE PEEL ANALYSIS
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5

Orange Peel Analysis

The previous two chapters focused on quantification of localized defects having concave
like geometries. This chapter shifts the focus to the analysis of waviness defect type
which is covering a larger or the whole area of the surface under inspection. Orange peel
defect has been explained in detail in the literature review as a subset of the problem of
waviness in painted surfaces. An approach different from existing techniques of
quantification of orange peel defect has been described in this chapter. Keeping
consistent with the approach of using reflections for surface characterization, reflections
from surfaces with orange peel defect are captured in this approach. To justify patterns
observed in the reflections captured from experiments, simulation of the reflection
phenomena has been used. Inferences have been made based on trends observed from
image analysis and standard equipment comparison.

5.1

System Setup

The system setup has undergone a few changes from the previous setup of FTA and
BTA. While the detector formation is similar to the FTA which is a single detector setup,
the laser source accompanied by the beam expander has been used differently. Since the
defect is not localized anymore, the current setup analyses a larger area to characterize
the surface. Instead of a smaller spot size of 480 m used in FTA and BTA a collimated
beam with much larger waist of 12 mm has been used. The orthogonal formation of the
system components (Figure 5.1) like in the previous two chapters allows the detector
screen to capture the specular part of the reflection from the surface. The camera
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positioned behind the detector at a much closer distance than in FTA captures high
resolution detailed pictures of the captured reflected beam.
Laser

Incident
beam
Detector screen

45
y
x

×

45
z

Reflected beam

Camera

Figure 5.1 Modified system setup

5.1.1 Beam Expansion
The laser diode system that was also used in FTA has stock beam waist of 2.9 mm. As
explained, a larger beam waist was required to analyze the surface in the current setup.
The continuous zoom expander formed for the experiments in FTA was modified for the
beam expansion. The input beam of 2.9 mm was expanded to a collimated 12 mm beam
by adjusting the same lenses inside the lens tubes.

Convex lens LB1945

Concave lens LD2297

Convex lens LB1945
Outlet

Inlet

 12 mm

 2.9 mm
170.976 mm

69.412 mm

Figure 5.2 Lens formation for beam expansion to 12 mm waist diameter
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5.2

Sample Preparation

Orange peel defect is an outcome of the painting or coating process. The movement of
the material during the curing process influenced by various factors induces the orange
peel like texture on the painted surface. On-campus facility at the powder coating lab was
used to coat the samples with ultra-fine paint coating. The coating procedures followed
were standard with some variations in the cure time and temperature. The variation in
process parameters lead to varying degree of orange peel on the set of samples (Figure
5.3). The average film thickness over different sample was kept constant during the
coating process. This was done so as not to have high variance in the samples or skew the
sample set towards higher waviness which is out of the orange peel domain. Six samples
were prepared accordingly for the experimental reflection analysis.

Figure 5.3 Different levels of orange peel defect on painted samples

5.2.1 Topography Analysis
Samples were visibly distinguishable, but it was necessary to know what the surfaces
actually looked like before the experimentation could take place. To do so, Sensofar
confocal microscope capable of generating surface topography maps was used. With an
objective lens of 5X magnification a surface area equal to 16.1x16.9 mm was scanned on
each of the six samples (Figure 5.4). The height maps so obtained from this scanning
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gave a rough estimate on the type of waviness and the features which would later on
influence the reflection patterns in the experiments. The scan data included both the
roughness and waviness on the surface (Figure 5.5 a). So, ISO 16610-61 standard was
used to cut off the roughness from the scan data (Figure 5.5 b) at a threshold of 100 m
which is the starting range for orange peel as mentioned in the literature review. An
important observation from the scan data was that all of the samples were within the  10
m range of height in waviness. The color maps corresponding to the scan images were
set accordingly to represent a similar  10 m range on the color spectrum.

a)

d)

b)

c)

e)

f)

Figure 5.4 Topography maps from confocal microscopy for 16.1x16.9 mm area

a)

b)

Figure 5.5 Topography maps for sample-6: a) without filter, b) with ISO16610-61 filter
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5.3

Standard Equipment Measurement

After scanning the prepared samples, the visual clues from the surface could be related to
the waviness character shown in the scanning data. To further inspect the surfaces, an
equipment available at the advanced powder coating facility called the Goniophotometer
(Rhopoint 2017) was used. This instrument is capable of assessing surface characteristics
like gloss, haze, distinctness on image (DOI) and reflected image quality (RIQ) on flat
reflecting surfaces.
DOI is a measurement of how sharp the image is reflected off of a reflective
surface. Previous versions of the instrument thus suggested relating orange peel on the
surface to the DOI measurement obtained. According to the manufacturer a new
parameter called the RIQ is more capable of quantifying surface defects like orange peel.
The RIQ measurement combines the effect of different surface anomalies like waviness
and scratches and not solely orange peel (waviness). Thus, it is not the one true
measurement of orange peel. In the absence of industry accepted and much more
expensive instrument like wave-scan the RIQ measurement from this instrument was
taken into account. Also, the instrument is widely accepted in measuring the gloss and
haze so the claim of relation between RIQ and orange peel can be accepted.
Measurement were reiterated with Goniophotometer by measuring at six different
locations on the sample surfaces. Both DOI and RIQ parameters were obtained during
these measurements. The measurements for each of the samples were then averaged and
plotted (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7). All the measurements were within the first standard
deviation. Both DOI and RIQ are measured on a scale of 0-100 with maximum
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representing a better surface and low orange peel. This relation is proprietary to the
instrument and is unknown to this point of research. Both these parameters showed
similar trends for the verdict on surface quality.
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Figure 5.6 DOI measurement for six samples
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Figure 5.7 RIQ measurement for six samples
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5.4

Experimental Reflection Capturing

Setup explained earlier was used to capture the reflections over the prepared samples.
The beam expander had been tuned to give beam waist of 12 mm at the starting point.
Using a perfectly flat front coated mirror in place of the sample to check for the
alignments and the final spot size on the detector. No noticeable divergence of the beam
was observed, and the shape and the size of initial beam was recreated at the detector. An
important observation from this mirror setup was made. The initial and final spots were
circular in shape with 12 mm diameter, but the area covered by beam on the mirror
surface was more than the area covered by the circle of 12 mm diameter. This was caused
due to the 45 incident angle. The circle was stretching into an ellipse on the surface with
expansion of y-axis by a factor of  2.

Incident beam

Reflecting mirror

Reflected beam

2*12 mm
12 mm

12 mm

12 mm

Figure 5.8 Beam cross-section and surface interaction in 3-D
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Reflections were captured for each of the six samples at six different locations to reiterate
the data. The total area covered by all the reflections in each of the sample was kept equal
by controlled movement of the sample w.r.t laser beam.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 5.9 Reflections captured at detector screen for six different samples
All the reflections captured in each of the sample had a signature pattern. The web like or
grain like formation was present in all the reflections, only difference being the size of
the grains and the thickness of the bright lines from sample to sample. The pattern and its
size variance over different samples (Figure 5.9) was attributed to the different degrees of
orange peel defect on the surface of samples as it was also visually distinguishable with
naked eye (Figure 5.3) and Goniophotometer instrument.
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5.5

Data Processing

The reflection images captured at the detector serves as the input to the whole processing
step. Image manipulations are performed to make the data more interpretable. It is then
followed by analysis of the processed data to look for trends in the output.

5.5.1 Image Pre-Processing
The detector screen’s dimensions, reflection of beam from mirror and resolution of
camera capturing the images were used to insert scale into the images of reflections
captured. Based on the dimensional correlation explained in Figure 5.8 the captured
images were scaled or stretched in y direction by a factor of  2. This was done to have
an absolute representation of the surface in the reflection images. Thus, each reflection
captured covered an elliptical area on the reflecting surface (Figure 5.10 b) represented
by a bounding box of dimension 12x16.96 mm. All the subsequent processing of the
images for different samples was preceded by the above explained axial elongation or
absolute scaling in the vertical direction.
Next part of the pre-processing was to convert the images to 8-bit gray scale. It
syncs well to the use of monochromatic laser light in the system thus giving minimum
loss of structure during the conversion. The RGB (red-green-blue) to gray scale
conversion reduces the image pixel intensities to a scale of 0-255 making the post
processing less computationally intensive.
The samples that have undergone the reflection capturing, have both roughness
and waviness (orange peel) on the top surface. The reflections that have been captured
are thus influenced by both of these surface characteristics. As the scanning data was
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processed in Section 5.2.1 to get the waviness data by filtering out the roughness similar
filtering step is needed to process the reflection images. Hence, the final part of preprocessing is to filter the reflection images by removing outliers and using Gaussian blur.
Doing so reflection images represent more of waviness character than roughness.

212 mm

12 mm

12 mm
a)
12 mm
b)

c)

d)

Figure 5.10 Pre-processing: a) raw image, b) absolute scaled, c) gray-scaled, d) filtered
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5.5.2 Grain Segmentation
As mentioned before, grain size and the count showed a variation over the different
samples and it could be visually correlated. To envision the trends in the observed
variation in grain behavior, a uniform processing of the images was needed. The
processing mechanism should be capable of generating numbers as to the size and
quantity of these grains in the images.
Image pre-processing was done in imageJ software. Keeping consistent with the
use of software the processing required for grain behavior quantification was also formed
in imageJ software. Most essentially the MorpholibJ plugin (Legland et al. 2016) in
imageJ software was employed to do initial post processing. The morphological
segmentation command in this plugin was used to identify grain structure in the preprocessed images.
The procedure uses the concept of extended minima by flooding the areas at local
minima positions until the flooded regions touch each other. These flooded regions or the
basins (Figure 5.11 b) represent the grains in the images processed using this technique.
The next step in this processing involves calculation of these dams or boundaries between
basins so that the grains can isolated into individual regions. These dams are called
watershed lines (Figure 5.11 c). These watershed lines obtained are single pixel thick,
therefore basin regions are still not isolated because of this common boundary. To
overcome this problem the binary image depicting watershed lines is dilated to threepixel thickness thus separating basin. At this point the segmentation process is complete
and gives individual grains (Figure 5.11 d). All the six images for each of the six
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samples were processed with identical procedures using this software, except for some
images needing contrast enhancement for better detection of the grain boundaries.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5.11 Image processing for quantification: a) pre-processed image with enhanced
contrast, b) flooded basins for grains, c) dam formations with watershed lines, d)
segmented grains with dilated watershed lines
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Next step in the processing sequence is cell count and measurement operation. ImageJ
software was used yet again for this task, where the cell count option in the analyze
particles plugin was used. With outline option set as the required output the result of this
operation is an image with labelled grains (Figure 5.12 b), and a table showing the area
for each specific grain.

a)

b)

Figure 5.12 Cell count process: a) segmented grains, b) labelled grains (magnified view)

5.5.3 Grain Behavior/Trend Analysis
The data from the analyze particle operation giving the grain count and area of grains was
tabulated and then averages for the six images for the six samples were plotted (Figure
5.13 and Figure 5.14). The data was within first standard deviation, thus confirming the
uniformity of grain calculation procedure for iterated reflection images. Comparing plots
for grain size to the plots for DOI (Figure 5.6) and RIQ (Figure 5.7), there was a
significant trend. The grain size variance for different samples moved in a similar manner
to how DOI and RIQ varied for the six samples (Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16).
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Figure 5.13 Grain count for six samples
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Figure 5.14 Grain size for six samples
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Figure 5.15 Variation of DOI and grain size across six samples
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Figure 5.16 Variation of RIQ and grain size across six samples
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DOI and RIQ as mentioned before contain information about the orange peel on the
surface. Higher DOI and RIQ values correspond to a better surface suggesting less
amount of orange peel. The observed trend between the grain size measurements on the
detector and the two DOI/RIQ measurement parameters suggest some inferences:


This relation suggests that a better surface corresponding to high DOI and RIQ
measurements would have larger grains or cells in the reflections captured using this
setup.



The grain size value is thus directly proportional to the DOI/RIQ measurements and
in turn inversely proportional to orange peel on the surface.
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5.6

Optical Simulation

To gain some more information about the reflections captured, the prospect of simulating
the reflection was considered. If accomplished, the reflection simulation would help in
deciphering the cause for the bright and the dull shapes or the features formed on the
detector screen. So, the goal here was to import a CAD representation of the actual
surface into Zemax and perform the reflection simulation in a manner similar to the
experiments. There were number of challenges to complete this task at every step, which
have been explained along with the solution in the following subsections.

5.6.1 CAD Representation of Surface
The idea here was to use the scanning data from Sensofar confocal microscope to
generate an actual to size CAD version of the surface. The Sensofar software was able to
export the surface topography into a heavy point cloud form files. The point cloud form
of the surface had to undergo decimation because of the extremely large file sizes. The
decimated files were then to be used to generate surface using one of the CAD software.
There were two problems to this methodology. One, the samples with the orange peel
defect have wave forms with wavelength in millimeters and the amplitude variations in
micrometers (Figure 5.4). CAD systems like Siemens NX, SolidWorks are not designed
to interpret such aspect ratios. Second, during decimation which is a necessity a lot of
information is lost, and the process of decimation is ambiguous for the exact surface
representation.
A totally different approach was taken to generate the CAD version of the surface.
Instead of exporting point cloud data from the Sensofar software, high resolution
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graphical overview of the surface was taken (Figure 5.17 a). The colored graphical
overview was then converted to gray scale (Figure 5.17 b). With this conversion the
height data previously represented on a color scale was now represented on gray scale of
0-255. On this scale zero implies black and low value of height and 255 implies white
corresponding to higher values of height. The color scale was uniform for all the samples,
the range of colors corresponded to the height data between -10 m and +10 m.
Uniformity in colored to gray scale conversion implied the new 0-255 scale shows the
same height data between -10 m and +10 m.

a)

b)

Figure 5.17 Graphical overview from Sensofar scan surface showing  10 m height
data: a) on color scale, b) on a 0-255 grayscale
The next step in generation of the CAD representation of the surface is done in a
graphical animation software called Blender. First a flat surface is generated equal to the
size of the scan sample. The surface generated is then subdivided into approximately a
million triangles. Next step is adding the gray scaled graphic representation of the surface
(Figure 5.17 b) to the background. Now a displacement modifier is added to the surface
in the z-direction.
How the displacement modifier works is that it takes into account a combination of
controls to move each point on the surface up or down in z-direction (Blender). A
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midlevel between 0 and 1 is chosen as a reference for no movement in the z-direction.
Then the displacement is calculated by subtracting this mid-level from the texture value.
Blender comprehends the intensities between 0.0 to 1.0 and not 0 to 255, this task
happens in the background of the software. The displacement calculated is then
multiplied by a control parameter called strength to give the actual z-direction offset at
every point. For the current samples the strength parameter equal to 0.0017 was used. It
was calculated based on the offset the displace modifier gave at unit value of strength for
maximum (1.0 or 255) and minimum (0.0) intensities. Hence based on the explained
operation the points on the surface moved up and down based on corresponding texture
value being above or below the mid-level set to 0.5 (128 on grayscale).
Once these surfaces were generated using the above procedure, they were
exported in stl format. The CAD surfaces in stl format were then used in Zemax for
optical simulation of reflection over these surfaces.

5.6.2 Reflection Simulation Analysis
The simulation setup used in FTA was used for the reflection analysis of these surfaces
with orange peel. There were changes similar to the one in experimental setup, the laser
beam used was still a Gaussian profile but with a larger beam waist covering the whole
12x12 mm area. The resolution on the detector was increased while the size was
decreased so as to gather more details on the reflection patterns. With these changes the
reflections were simulated for the six samples (Figure 5.18). Another operation that was
taken from previous sections is the absolute scaling of detector images in vertical
direction (Figure 5.19 b). Since the simulation setup is exact replica of the experimental
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setup, the orthogonal arrangement requires the images to be stretched or scaled by a
factor of 2 in vertical direction for exact representation of the surface.
mm

mm

a)

mm

b)

mm

c)
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d)

mm

e)

f)

Figure 5.18 Detector images for samples 1-6

15 mm
15 mm

15 mm

152 mm

a)

b)

Figure 5.19 Reflection pattern: a) at detector, b) at surface
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5.6.3 Analyzing Detector Images
The detector images showed a strong correlation with the surface topography maps,
features on the detector images could readily be matched with the surface maps. Images
from the detector were cropped to size and overlapped (Figure 5.20 c) with actual surface
profiles to view what inferences could be made from reflection simulation.

a)

c)

b)

Figure 5.20 a) surface topography in gray-scale, b) reflection observed from surface, c)
overlapping surface plot and reflection image
The regions on the detector which show absence of light intensity (blue in Figure 5.20 b)
correspond to regions on the surface higher in altitude (bright/white in Figure 5.20 a).
While the regions on the detector showing higher intensity correspond to the shallower or
the flatter regions (low slope).

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.21 Reflected ray directionality when surface is: a) convex, b) concave, c) flat
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Thus, it can be inferred that the higher regions on the surface act as convex shapes thus
diffusing the light whereas the shallower regions work as concave shapes, concentrating
light to tighter shapes (Figure 5.21 a, b). Also, the low slope regions being flatter in
geometry do not alter the path of light and let the light follow a close to ideal path of
reflection (Figure 5.21 c). These inferences can help justify the characteristics in the
reflection images captured while performing experiments. It can be said that the bright
webbed structures or the grain boundaries could be a result of the shallower and low
slope regions. It is important to note that the experiments were performed on samples
having both roughness and waviness on the surface whereas simulations are only taking
into account the waviness. So, if the above said statement is true, the difference in the
thickness of brighter regions on experimental detector images and simulation detector
images could be attributed to the roughness on the actual surface.
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6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1

Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, a novel technique of surface analysis has been presented. The proposed
setup lies between the range of time consuming but detailed techniques like microscopy
or interferometry and faster but less detailed techniques like 3-D scanning. This
technique of capturing the reflected light is totally different from what has been used in
the state of the art explained in Chapter 2. Based on which, the proposed setup along with
its limitations, has a number of benefits in analyzing the surfaces. The goal was to take
the analysis of surfaces from defect detection to defect quantification. With the detailoriented quantification this technique offers, it can be employed both into highly
specialized operations and in-line manufacturing units.
The surface analysis was divided into two parts based on the type of defects. First,
was a highly localized surface assessment technique for localized geometric defects. This
approach was developed as a localized quantification instrument rather than a globalized
surface assessment instrument. The sole purpose behind doing so was to segregate the
effects in the reflections caused by defects present at different locations individually. For
this suggested setup it was concluded that the individualistic analysis of localized defect
would need the laser beam spot to be smaller than the opening of the defect for concave
shapes. FTA and BTA together form a complete solution to this problem. These analyses
were based on geometric ray optics where changes in the trajectory of reflected beam
were used to assess the surface anomaly inducing those changes. There were high
similarities between experimental reflections captured for manufactured geometries with
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ideal concave shapes and naturally occurring defects of similar but non-ideal shapes.
Furthermore, these reflection patterns matching up with simulated reflection patterns
confirmed that the setup was promising. Having such high correlation between
experimental and simulation results, the FTA and BTA mathematics were formulated into
Matlab functions capable of predicting reflections based on known geometry (FTA) and
predicting shape of reflecting geometry based on captured reflections (BTA).
Second, an analysis routine looking at bigger area for defects which are spread
globally over the surface. Keeping the setup consistent by using all the same components,
the setup was formed to capture reflections accounting the orange peel defect on the
surface. The bigger spot size of the laser enabled to analyze a surface area of
approximately 450 mm2 at once. In the OPA, the reflection patterns were processed
through a series of image processing techniques. A new image processing routine was
developed, which is capable of converting reflection images from experiments into more
interpretable grain or basin structures. The results from this processing technique were
within the first standard deviation for multiple iterations over six different samples, thus
confirming the repeatability. This technique enabled us to find relations between the
reflection patterns caused by the orange peel on the surface with a commercially
available instrument called Goniophotometer. To further investigate the reflection
patterns, the surfaces were recreated with CAD to simulate the reflection patterns caused
by the orange peel waviness. Significant correlation between the surface and simulated
reflections were observed which enabled us to give strong inferences about the reflection
behavior in relation to the surface.
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6.2

Future Work

Future work can be categorized into two parts. First is to further the surface analysis
technique using the same principle of capturing reflected light. In this category, the first
approach can be the expanding of domain of defects FTA and BTA can analyze. An
investigation can be made about the geometrical aspect ratios pertaining to the seed
defects (convex shaped geometries) and related reflection behaviors. Based on that
investigation, the scope of localized defect quantification can be broadened in FTA and
BTA by adjusting the setup parameters like laser beam waist, size and positioning of
detectors so as to inspect different geometries of defects. Additional components (like the
beam splitter explained in section 4.4) will be needed for this expansion.
Next approach in this category is the further development of Orange Peel
Analysis, to quantify the average wavelength on the surface under inspection. Correlation
algorithms can be used to link the web-shaped images captured in the experimental setup
in OPA and the scan images from Sensofar instrument. A preliminary inspection was
done for the possibly helpful approaches to do the correlations task. Ideas like matching
local binary patterns (LBP), comparing histograms of oriented gradients, finding
significant values in periodograms from data and newer algorithms like generative
adversarial networks. This opens a whole wide range of intricate analysis. Once this task
is completed it will be substantial in a way that it can quantify surface waviness in a
different and cost-effective manner compared to wavescan. In addition to orange peel and
localized defects, surface evaluation in automotive industry is also concerned about other
global surface defects namely loss of gloss and haze. These defects are related to the
reflective quality of surface and diffusivity of reflected light. Our current laser-based
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technique can be used to quantify these defects. Inspecting the contrast and distinctness
of laser beam contours and making intensity measurements from reflected beam, the
scope of quantifying global surface defects can be expanded.
Second category of future work is about the actualization of the system onto
inline production lines. The envisioned apparatus would have all the components for
analyzing as a single unit. This integrated unit would then be attached atop a robotic arm
and move over the surface to be inspected. The robot movement would mimic the already
known nominal shape of the surface under inspection while maintaining an offset
distance between the attached integrated setup and the surface. Also, the robot moves
around the finished part in such a way that it uniformly maintains a 45 incident angle to
the nominal shape of the part under inspection.
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